BEF'ORE THE DTSTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF' CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

gßú Sileet, NW'

rù/ashington, DC 20009

Accotmt No:

Amount in Dispute - $ 521.10
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing OfFrcer
November 1,2017 at I l:00 a.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
December 22, 2016 to February 17 , 2017 . The DC Water and Sewer Authority
@C Water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjustment to the account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and
requested an admfuristr ative healing.

were
Water.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on Novemb er I , 2017 . Present for the hearing
and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of bC

The property involved is a leased row house with five (5) tenants. The house has two (2)
bathrooms, one kitchen, and a washi-ng machine. Ms.
stated that she has been a tenant in
the house since July 15,2015 and is tasked with managing the payment of the water bill by the
tenants. She stated that the property is managed by
Realty Services and that the water and
sewer bill has averaged $139.01 per billing cycle with the median charge at $l19.52 and the
maximum charge having been $199.12.

Ms.
testified that she contacted DC V/ater on March 23,2017 about the bill in
dispute and she was told bythe responding service representative that the high charge was most
likely the result of a leak. Ms.
testified that she called the property manager and requested
an inspection. She stated that the property was inspected on March 31,2017 and no water ieaks
'Water
were found. Ms.
testified that DC
scheduled a technician to come to the property to
obtain an actual metçr read but the utility did not conduct an interior inspection. Ms.
stated that she trnderstood, however, that DC ÏV'ater ruled out the existence of an underground
leak as a cause ofthe high usage.
Ms.
asserted that there has been no change in occupancy within the house. She
testified that there has been no rururing water within the house and that there have been no leaks
within house. She pointed out that the bill being disputed was an isolated charge and no further
high bills have been reêeived at the property. She stated that nothing in the usage history of the
property supports the bill in dispute as being correct and she pointed out that the average bill, in
the past, for the property has been $110.00 per billing cycle.

Ms. V/right testified that high water usage occurred between December 22,2016 and

1t

February 17,2017. Ms.
interjected that most of the tenants within the house were away
for holiday during the stated period and that only two (2) of the seven (7) tenants were in
residence during the period in dispute and each tenant utilized a separate batbroom from the
other tenant.

Ms. Wright asserted that the charges are valid. She pointed out that the customer has an
automated meter with a meter hansmittal unit (MTU) affached. Ms. Wright conceded that the
MTU at the properly stopped transmitting meter reads after September 2015 but she asserted that
DC V/ater made every effort to obtain actual meter reads from the property thereafter by sending
a technician to the property to read the water meter. Ms. Wrigbt testified that DC Water
estimated the customer's water usage for billing in January 2017 butobtained an actual meter
read from the property on February 17,2017. She stated that based upon the meter read of
February 17,2017 , the utility determined that it had underestimated water usage at the property
in January.
Ms. Wright stated that she is unable to determine when the high usage occurred within
MTU was not transmitting reads from the water meter. She stated DC Water
obtained an actual meter read on April 20,2017 and that read was the next read following the
February 2017 meter read.
the periotl since the

Ms. Wright stated that DC Water sent a service technician to the property on July 13,
2017 to remove the water meter however the technician was unable to operate the water valve
and, as such, could not remove the water meter. Ms. S/right testified that the technician, in lieu
of removing the water meter, obtained a meter read. Ms. V/right testified that DC W'ater's Water
Services Department did not get out to the property to remove the water meter until October 6,
2017 and atthattime, a new meter was installed at the property. Ms. Wright explained that the
removed water meter was not tested for its accuracy because the service order for a meter test
had expired by the time that thc water meter was removed. Ms. Wright stated that Water
Services main duty is to address water main breaks so the job, at the property involving the
removal of the water meter, was not a priority.
Ms. Wright asserted that the meter read from the property shows thatahigh volume
water registered on the water meter. She stated that the meter readings were in line.

of

When asked why the utility did not inspect the house for leaks, Ms. V/right stated that she
had no comment and did not know why no interior inspection was done. Ms. Wright added that
the customer did tell the service representative that the owner was having an interior inspection
done.

Ms. Wright asserted that water meters slow down with age and that DC \Mater is
changing all of its water meters in the District of Columbia.
Ms. Wright concluded by stating that because the meter reads progressively go up or
were higher than each previous read, that fact substantiates the read in dispute.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the

Hearing Offrcer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is a house rented to five (5) individuals. (Testimony of

2.

The period in dispute is December 22,2016 to February 17,2917. (Testimony of the
parties)
3. High water usage registered on the water meter sometime between December 22, 2016 to
February 77,2917. (Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
4. The MTU stopped transmitting meter reads from the property in year 2015. (Testimony
of Eileen V/righÐ
5. DC Water estimated the customer's water usage for the billing period December 22,2016
to January 25,2017. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC V/ater Billed History/Usage
History log)
6. DC Water obtained an actual meter read from the property on February 17,2017 and
based upon the actual meter read determined that it had underestimated water used at the
property during the previously estimated billing cycle. (Testimony of Eileen \MrighÐ
7. The customer's previous usage history has never exceeded 17 CCF of water within any
billing cycle or comparable period equivalent to the adjusted bill in dispute which
reflected a period of 57 days. @c water Billed History/usage History log)
8. After the meter read obtained on February 17,2017 , the customer's water usage has not
exceeded 1l CCF within any billing cycle. (DC Water Billed History/Usage History log)
9. DC Water removed the water meter from the properlry but did not test the water meter.
(Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
10. The management company overseeing the property had the property inspected for leaks
and no leaks were found. (Testimony of
)
11. DC V/ater did not inspect the property for leaks but did rule out the existence of an
underground leak as a possible cause of the high water usage because the usage declined
without necessity of repairs being performed. (Testimony of Eileen might; DC \Mater
Investigation letter dated May 30, 2017)
12. The customer had no knowledge of running water or leaks within the property during the
period in dispute. (Testimony of
)

CONCIIISI

1.

2.

3.

OF LAW

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)
Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and/or was not

responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to rebut
the customer's claim that s/Ìre did not use the water as charged. (Gdewoo¿:.DÇ

WASA, 82 A.3d, DC Court of Appeals 2013)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:

(a) veriff the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verifu the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible

leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfirnction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and

(Ð Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,21 DCMR403.

4.

Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine.
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)

Ql

5. If at any time, a meter, data collection

device or transmiüer fails to register correctly or
collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidencc of having bccn
tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shatl be based on the average previous water
consumption determined by meter readings.( 21 DCMR 303.4)

6. DC Water is granted the authority

to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code

7.

s34-2202.03(l l)
Equitable laches comes into play when two prerequisites are met- the defendant must
have been prejudiced by the plaintiff s delay and the delay must have been unreasonable.
(See, King v. Kitchen Magic,39l A.zd 1184, I187-88 (D.C. l97S); Fannie B. Martin v.
William Carter, 400 A.2d 326 (D.C. 1979).

DECISION
In this case, the customer made a prima facie case that the disputed bill is incorrect and,
thus, shifted the burden to DC Water to establish that the charges are valid and should be paid by
customer. The basis of the customer's prima facie case was Ms.
testimony that there
were no known leaks or running water at the property and that the property had been inspected
by aplumber and no leaks were found.
The Court in Gatewood supra. made it clear that the utility must investigate and present
evidence that the customer used the water as charged. Normall¡ the utility will investigate by

conducting an interior inspection for leaks, an underground inspection for leaks and/or a meter
test, as warranted. DC Water did not test the customer's meter. DC Water did not conduct an
interior inspection of the premises. The utility ruled out the presence of an underground leak

based upon the fact that measured water used at the property went down following the period of
recorded high water usage. The customer countered that the usage history for the property does

not support that such a high volume of water was actually used at the property because both
before and after the spike recorded usage was considerably lower.

In this case, DC Water only estimated the customer's usage for one billing period even
though the MTU stopped transmitting meter reads from the property in year 2015. DC Water
cannot determine when high usage occurred and because the MTU was not transmitting the
customer had no notice of high usage occurring at the property. Under the regulations, DC
Water is obligated to read water meters on a quarterly basis and since it only estimated the
customer's usage for one billing period before it obtained an actual meter read, the utility
complied with the applicable regulations and cannot be faulted as unreasonably causing any
delay in adjusting its billing the customer for actual water use.
DC Water, however, cannot rebut the customer's prima facie case. The utility failed to
present sufficient evidence to show the charges as valid. The utility's failure was in not testing
the water meter and not inspecting the premises for leaks. In not performing these investigation

actions, it is/was impossible to overcome the customer's testimony that an inspection of the
property by a plumber found no leaks and she, as a tenant, was unaware of any leaks. As such,
DC Water lacks information on the accuracy of the water meter and cannot refirte the owner's
property inspection dwing which no leaks were found. Finally, DC Water's argument that the
meter was functioning properþ because the reads were in-line is nullified if the utility cannot
show thqt its meter was functioning properly and accurately. As such, the preponderance of the
evidence lies with the customer and the customer succeeds in disputing the charges.

Accordingly, the deterrnination by DC Water that no adjusfnent to the account is
appropriate is hereby REVERSED and the customer prevails in her dispute of the charges and
the customer shall be billed for the period based upon her average previous water usage.

V/. Blassingame,

>o
Copy to
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Street,

NW

Washington, DC 20009

BET'ORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA \ilATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

Myrtle Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20009

Account No:2

Amounts and Periods in Dispute:
7116/20t6to t0ll7/2016 - $184.57
It 130/2016 to t I 17 12017 - $182.7 S
lll7l20l7 to2l4l20l7 - $129.60
2/14/2017 to3/15/2017 - $119.10
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 1,2017 at 1:00 p.m.

The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
time noted above. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water) investigated the water and
sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an adjustment to the account was
not waranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an administrative
hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 1,2017. Present for hearing were
and Eileen Wright, Sr. Customer Care Associate on behalf of DC Water.
The property involved is a single family home having two and one-half (2 %) bathrooms,
one kitchen, two (2) outside faucets, a washing machine, a dishwasher (disconnected) and a
utility sink. Historically, the water and sewer bill has ranged between Twenty-five Dollars
($25.00) and Thirty-five Dollars ($35.00) per billing cycle.

Mr.

reported that he neitherwaters his grass nor washes his car.

The customer testifïed that his water and sewer bill started to climb as of April or May
2016. Mr.
stated that he telephoned DC Water regarding the escalation in charges and
was told by a customer service representative that there were added fees and that, maybe, there
was a leak at the premises. Mr.
testified that he requested an interior inspection and no
leaks were found as a result of the inspection. Mr.
testified that a service technician was
at the property on April 7,2017 and found that the water meter was not working. Mr.
stated that when the water was turned on, the meter did not come on and the meter hand did not
come on. Ms. Wright interjected that the inspection report reflects that the meter did not move
when the water was off.

Mr.

clarified that he also disputes the amount of fees charged to his account.

Ms. Wright testified that the customer was previously billed 527.53 for 2 CCF and that

his bill was so low because he was receiving CAP benefit. Ms. Wright testified that CAp
expired on September 30, 2016 andthat Mr.
is currently not benefiting from CAP. She
explained that a customer must qualifr for the CAP benefit on an annual basis and that the
benefit reduces the charge for water up to l0 CCF, Right of Way, Replacement fee and the Pilot
fee. Ms. Wright testified that the customer is charged for the meter fee, impervious area fee,
storm water fee, and system replacement fee. In Mr.
s case, he received the CAP credit
on his bill dated 10117116 covering the period 7116116 to l0lt7lt6.

Ms. V/right testified that the customer's water usage was estimated by DC Water for
billing in August 2016 and September 2016. She testified that DC Water obtained an actual
meter read from the property on October 17,2016 which indicated that more water had been
used than estimated and the utility issued the customer an adjusted bill extending back over the
two (2) estimated bilings. Ms. Wright stated that the customer's 7120116 bill also covered an
extended period and that the customer had used 13 CCF of water over the period. Ms. Wright
testified that the customer had used 14 CCF of water based upon an actual meter read for the
period November 30, 3016 to January 17,2017.
Ms. Wright testified that DC W'ater conducted an interior audit of the property on April 7,
2017 andno leaks were found. She stated that DC Water conducted an underground inspection
of the property on May 19,2017 and no leaks were found and that the utility removed the water
meter for testing on June 20,2017 and based upon a meter test performed on June 28, 2017, the
water meter was determined to have 100.20olo accuracy.
Ms. V/right further testified that on the meter read log where the customer may see the
notation "Register Err", the notation indicates that the MTU at the property failed to transmit a
meter read.
Ms. V/righ-t stated that the çustomer's water usage declined in April 2017. She also
stated that she does not know what caused high water usage to occur at the property but instead
of the customer's bill having been $184.57, his bill would have been $279.39 but for the
application of the CAP credit. She went on to explain that the customer's water usage was low
when CAP application was on the account but that the water usage started going up in July 2016.
Ms. Wright stated that the water meter dial only moves when water is being used at the
property and water meters are not designed to stop and start unless water is going thru the meter.
Ms. Wright pointed out that there was a drastic reduction in the customer's water usage in
the water meter was removed from the
property.

April 2017 andthat the reduction occurred before

Ms. Wright asserted that even though she does not know what caused the high water
usage to occur, DC Water has ruled out everything that the utilþ is responsible for and it has
found nothing to cause the problem relating to DC Water equipment.

Mr.
reasserted that he did not use the amount of water reflected on his
stated that he understands that his CAP credit expired.

bill.

He

Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the

Hearing Offrcer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is a single family dwelling owned and occupied by

(Testimony of
There are several periods in dispute involving both estimated usage and actual meter
reads. The periods in dispute are:711612016 to 1011712016 - $1S4.57;l l/30/2016to
lll7l20l7- $182.78; lll7l20l7 to2l4l20l7 - $129.60; and,2/14/2017 to 3ll5l20l7$119.10 (Testimony of the parties)
3. DC Water estimated the customer's water usage for billing pu{poses in August 2016 and
September 2016,then, obtained an actual reading from the water meter on October 17,
2016for billing pulposes in October 2016. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC Water
Billed History/[Jsage History log)
DC Water obtained actual reads from thc customer's water meter from Octob et 2016
going forward. (Testimony of Eileen V/right; DC Water Billed History/Usage History
log)
5. The customer was enrolled and benefited from CAP credit on his water and sewer
account for three (3) periods- 10/0112010 to 9l30l20ll; l0l0ll20l5 to 9130/2015; and,
ll07l20l5 t0 9/3012016. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC V/ater CAP Enrollment
record)
6. CAP credit reduced the water charged to the customer's account, as well as, provided
credit against various fees accompanyrng water service. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
7. When the customer's enrollment in CAP expired, the customer was charged for actual
water used. (Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
8. The customer's enrollment in CAP expired September 30,2016. (Testimony of Eileen
Wright; DC Water CAP Enrollment record)
9. CAP credits and benefits applied to the customer's bill dated 10120116 covering the
period 7/16/16to 10117/16. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; Bill Summary dated 10120116)
10. Because of CAP credits, the customer is not charged for actual water amounts used
during a billing period and unless the customer analyzedthe usage chart on his billing
statement, the customer would not be cognizant of actual water usage occurring at his
premises. (Testimony of Eileen wighu DC water Bill Summary fonnat)
11. The customer noticed an escalation in his water service charge starting in April or May
2016 andthe escalation was attributed by a customer service representative to increased
fees charged to the account. (Testimony of
)
12.Water usage appears to have increased at the property as early as April 2016bltbecause
of CAP, the customer \üas not charged for actual water usage until CAP enrollment
expired. (Testimony of Eileen V/right; DC Water Billed History/tJsage History log)
13. DC Water conducted an interior inspection of the premises and no leaks were found.
(Testimony of the parties)
14. DC Water conducted an underground leak inspection of the premises and no underground
leaks were found. (Testimony of the parties)
15. DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
100.20 o/o acøxacy. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC WASA Meter Test Results)

2.

4.

April 2017 without necessity of repairs being
performed by DC'Water. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC V/ater Billed History/lJsage
History log)

16. V/ater usage at the property declined in

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMP.420.7 and 420.8)

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408

which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be

made to the

3.
4.

5.

bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved

by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.")
Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine. (21
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmitter fails to register correctþ or

collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having been
tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average previous water
consumption determined by meter readings.( 21 DCMR 303.4)
DC Water is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities fi¡rnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code
ç34-2202.03(11)

DECISION
The customer in this case was unable to establish that more likely than not the bills being
disputed were wrong.
The evidence and testimony established two (2) factors to have caused the customer to
believe that he was being overcharged by the utility. The first factor was his enrollment in CAP
and his progütm expiration. The second factor was increased fees charged to the account
The evidence established that the customer benefited from enrollment in CAP which
provided to him a reduction in water usage charged to his account as well as credit against
various fees applicable to water service. The evidence established that the customer's enrollment
in CAP expired resulting in the customer being charged for actual water used at the premises.
The evidence and testimony further established that the customer was not cognizant that his
actual water usage had increased, even though the usage chart on his billing statement showed
the increased water usage, because the CAP progftrm reduced the water usage charged to the
account and the customer paid attention only to the amount charged to him.

DC \Mater was able to establish that it was within its authority to estimate the customer's
usage for two (2) months. DC Municipal Regulations dictate that the utility is to read water
meters on a quarterly basis and when the utility lacks an acfual meter read from a property, it can
estimate a customer's water usage. (See, 21 DCMR 308.1, 308.4 and 309.1) DC Water also
investigated the customer's dispute of his bills by conducting an interior inspection, an
leak inspection, and testing of the water meter. With respect to the utility's
investigation, no leaks were found and the meter was determined to have acceptable accuracy.
21 DCMR 408 bars the adjustment of a customer's account for excessive water usage
whenever, after tests and checks, the cause of the high usage cannot be determined. In this case,
why the customer's water usage increased was not determined but no leaks were found and the
meter was functioning properþ. Based upon the facts presented, no basis exists to adjust the
customer's account and charges appear to be valid. As such, DC Water's detennination that the
charges are valid and no basis exists to adjust the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED.
g

W. Blassingame,
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Myrtle Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20018
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BEFORA THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERWCES
IN RE:

zlft

Street, SE
Washington, DC

Account No:

Arnount in Dispute - $ 1,317.25
Before Janet W. Blassingame,I{earing Officer
Septernber 13,2017 at l:00 p.m"& November 2,201T at 10:00 a.m.

The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
February I 7 , 2017 to April 19, 2017 . The DC 'Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
investigatcd thc water and sewer charges and detemrinetl that the charges were valid and an
adjustment to the account was not waranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and
requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on September 13, 2017. Present for the hearing
were
and Eileen ït/right, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf
of DC W'ater" After testimony and evidence was taken, the matter was continued to allow DC
ÏVater to further investigate the cause of the high water usage. The matter was reconvened for
further hearing on November 2"2017. Both Ms.
and Ms. 'vVright were, again, present.
The property involved is a townhome owned by
since year 2008.
Two people reside in the home. The property has two and one-half (2 yr)bathroomso one kitchen,
a dishwasher, a washing machine and one outside faucet.

RECAP OF SEPTEMBER 2017 HEARING
stated that her water and sewer bill generally ranged between One Hundred
Dollars ($100.0t) and Two Flundred Dollars (5200.00) per billing cycle.
lr¡[s.

Ms.
súated that she contacted DC lVater because her upstairs toilet was running.
She testified that her brothçr told her to cut-off the water to the toilet at the valve and she did so.
She stated that she put in a new flapper but after doing so, the toilet failed to stop running. She
testified that DC Water sent a service technician to her home and the technician performed a dye
test upon the toilet. Ms.
testified that the technician told her that she needed a new
flapper. Ms.
stated that she informed the technician that she had already installed a new
flapper in the toiiet. Ms.
testified that after the inspection by the technician she brought
a new toilet and trad the toilet installed by a phunber. She stated that, after the new toilet was
installed, her water and sewer biltr has decreased and that her bill in August was Ninety-eight

Dollars ($98.00). Ms. V/right interjected that the service technician wrote that the ballcock and
flapper caused the customer's toilet to continuously run. Ms. Wright stated that the inspection
took place on March 31,2017.
Ms. Wright testified that the MTU at the property stopped transmitting meter reads in
yeat 2015. She stated that DC Water estimated the customer's water usage for her March2}l|
billing for the period February 17,2017 to March 23,2017 and the utility obtained a meter read
on April 19,2017 when it was determined that 127 CCF of water had been used.
Ms. Wright testified that water usage at the property had begun to increase before DC
W'ater estimated the customer's water usage. Ms. Wright stated that she can see usage going up
sometime between November 21,2016 and April 19,2017.
Ms. Wright stated that the service technician was sent to the property on March 3I,2017
and that the customer called DC Water about her high bill on March 22,2017. She stated that the
DC v/æer received the cusf.omcr's Hearing Petition on June 13,2017.
Ms. V/right stated that DC V/ater did not test the customer's water meter but the water
meter was changed on June 7 , 2017 . Ms. Wright stated that upon contacting Meter Operations,
she was told that the water meter removed from the property was not at the Bryant Street facility
for testing. Ms. \Mright, fi.rther, stated that the employee with whom she spoke reco¿nted the
service technician's findings upon inspection ofthe interior ofthe property and that a severe
toilet leak had been detected.
Ms. V/right testified that DC Water verifîed the meter reading on April lg,2017 when
the new meter was installed at the property. She testified that water usage at the property did not
slow down until around June 20, 2017, but. on the same day of June 20ú, usage resumed every
hour until July 15, 2017.
Ms. Wright asserted that the usage was not caused by an underground leak because the
usage stopped and underground leaks do not stop unless repaired. She stated that the usage
pattern continues at the property where a small amount of water is recorded used then usage
stops, then a small amount of water use is recorded and then usage stops. Ms. Wright asserted
that the water meter only records water coming into the house. Ms.
stated that nothing
is different in her household to account for increased water usage and she does not believe that
the usage as recorded is correct.
Ms. Wright showed a picture of the water meter removed from the property. She stated
thaf the çontractor takcs a picture of each watçr meter removed from a property before the meter
is destroyed.
Ms.
stated that she understood that DC Water would conduct more research into
the cause of the high water usage after the technician performed the dye test on her toilet.

Ms. Wright stated that9 out of 10 times, high water usage is caused by a toilet when one
sees a usage pattern of water running and then stopping.

Ms.
asserted that she has five (5) children and does not have money to pay a
$1300.00 water and sewer bill.
Ms. \Mright stated that Ms.
s water usage did not go down for thirty (30) days
following the installation of the new water meter at her property. Ms. Wright stated that water
usage started to increase in November 2016 and continued to increase until usage doubled. Ms
W,right stated that she sees no evidence of a leak as of meter reads taken yesterday- September
12,2017 at midnight.
Ms.
stated that the service technician that came to her house only checked one
toilet and did nothing else to inspect the property.
The parties agreed that based upon the incomplete investigation of the crruse of thc high

water usage, DC Water would conduct a meter test of the current water meter and send a
technician back to the property to conduct a complete interior inspection. The parties further
agreed that this matter would be continued for completion of the hearing in Novemb er 2017.

NOVEMBER 2.

201 7

HEARING

Ms.
sought to correct the record and stated that when the service technician
came to her home, she turned the water on and the technician fotrnd that her toilet needed a
flapper and ballcock. Ms.
stated that she changed whatever the technician told her was
the issue with the toilet. Ms.
stated that a week after the technician was at the property,
she changed the entire toilet to avoid any further problem.
Ms. Wright noted that even after the toilet was changed, the record reflects that there was
sporadic usage registering on the water meter. Ms. Wright, further, testified that DC 'Water sent
a Service technician to the property on September 18, 2017 to conduct an interior audit and no
leaks were found. She stated that the technician, while at the properly, removed the water meter
and set a jumper in order to take the water meter for testing. Ms. Wright testified that DC Water
tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have 1 01 .2 4Yo acøxacy which is within
the accepted standard for water meter accuracy as established by the American Water Works
Association. Ms. Wright stated that the accepted range of accuracy for water meters is: 95% to
102%. Ms. Wright stated that DC Water re-installed the water meter at the property after it was
determined that the meter was functioning accurately.
Ms. Wright testified that she believes that the high water usage which occurred at the
property was caused by an internal fixture or outside faucet. She went on to say that the
customer was given a new water meter on June 7,2017 and that a spike in usage started
registering on the water meter on June 8,2017 and did not stop until June l7 ,2017 around 1 :00

p.m. Ms. V/right st¿ted that high usage registered again on the water meter starting at 5:00 p.m.
on June 17,2017 and continued until June 20, 2017 . She stated that high water usage started on

Twrc22,2017 at 5:00 a.m. and stopped on June 23,2017 between 12 midnight and l:00 a.m. She
went on and pointed out high water usage registering on:
Iune 24,2017 between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. and stopping between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.;
Jwre24,2017 beßxeen 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. until midnight;

Iune26,20l7 between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. and stops June27,2017 befween 2:00 p.m. and

3:00 p.m.;

Iune27,2017 between 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. lasting until June 29,2017;
June 30, 2077 to July 1, 2017;
July 1, 2017 between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. until Noon; and,
Jlu.ly 4, 2017 vîtilMidnight and 1 :00 a.m. on July 5, 2017.
Ms.
statçd that she is the only one at home and that two (2) of her children are
grown; two (2) are in college and her youngest is away in boarding school.
Ms. V/right stated that water usage at the residence slowed as of Septemb er 7 , 2017 and
she sees no further evidence of spikes occurring at the property. Ms. Wright stated that only
lCCF of water has been used between the period September 7,2017 to September 13, 2017. Ms
\Mright reiterated that the water meter was removed for testing on September 18ft and the test
was conducted on the 19ft.
Ms. \Mright concluded by stating that the charges are valid. She asserted that the usage
was not the result of an underground leak because such leaks do not start and stop without repair.
She added that the meter readings from the property are not consistent with the existence of an
underground leak.
Ms.
complained that DC Water failed to alert her that high water usage was
occurring at her home.

Ms. Wright responded that customers must sign up for HUNA and identifii whether they
want an alert by text, telephone or email.
Ms.

stated that she is dumbfounded that this has occurred regarding high water

usage. She stated that she has lived at the property for ten (10) years. She stated that the

technician said there were no leaks. Ms.

proclaimed that she has called the Public
Service Commission regarding this matter. Ms. Wright responded that something inside of the
property caused the water meter to spin. Ms. Wright stated that that the fact the toilet had to be
tumed offis evidence of its defectiveness. Ms. Wright firther stated that whatever was going on
at the property stopped by the time that the technician came in September. M9. V/right stated
'Water
that the meter change occurred June 7ú and DC
sent a technician back ío the property to
test the meter in September and the meter was put back at the property because it passed testing.

Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during both hearings, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

2.
3.
4.

The property involved is a single family residence owned and occupied by
. (Testimony of

TheperiodindisputeisFebruary 17,2017 toAprit 19,2017.(Testimonyoftheparties)
The customer was aware of the existence of a running toilet, so she cut the toilet offand

installed a new flapper, however, the flapper installation did not resolve the defect.
(Testimony of

In response to a call by the customer to DC Water, the utility sent a technician to inspect
the property on March 31,2017 and the technician found a severe toilet leak and advised
the customer that the toilet needed a flapper and a ballcock. (Testimony of the parties;
DC Water Service Order and Inspection Notes; DC Water telephone contact log dated
3122n7)
5. In response to the findings of the technician during the interior inspection of the house,
the customer changed flapper and ballcock and a week later, replaced the toilet.
(Testimony of
)
6. There was evidence of increased water usage occurring at the property starting between
November 2017 and December 2017 andhigh water usage continued sporadically urtil
July 2017. (Testimony of Eileen W.ight; DC Water Billed History/Usage Hisrory log)
7. DC WaterchangedthewatermeteratthepropertyonJune 7,2017 aspartofthecitywide meter replacement project; the removed water meter was not tested. (Testimony of
Eileen Wright; DC \Mater telephone contact log dated 6113117)
8. DC V/ater conducted an interior audit of the property on September 18, 2017 and,no
leaks were found. (Testimony of the parties)
9. DC V/ater removed and tested that water meter at the property and the water meter was
determined to have l0l.24yo accuracy. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC V/ASA Meter
Test Results dated 9ll9ll7)
10. DC Water ruled out the existence of an underground leak as a possible cause of high
water usage occurring at the property because underground leaks cannot self-repair and
high usage stopped without repairs being performed by DC'Water. (Testimony of Eileen
Wright)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

D.C. Municipal Regulations relating to water and sanitation bar adjustrnent of a
customer's bill if excessive water consumption is the result of a leaking faucet, household

fixtures, and similar leaks or the malfunctioning water-cooled air conditioning
equipment. (21 DCMR 406)

DECISION
The customer in this matter failed to establish a prima facie case that more likely than not
the disputed bill was incorrect. To the contrary, the customer had knowledge of the existence of a

defective toilet within the residence which she attempted to repair but was unsuccessful in doing
so. When DC Water sent a technician out to the property to conduct an inspection a severe leak
was found and the customer was told that she needed a netv flapper and ballcock. The evidence
was that the customer attempted a self-repair of the defective toilet but, despite her efforts, a
functional water meter continued to register high water usage occurring at the property well after
the period in dispute..
Dcspite not testing thc first water meter rernoved from the property, DC Water tested the
second water meter and established that the water meter was functioning and had acceptable
accuracy. More importantly, the utility had detailed meter reads from the property documenting

when high water usage both started and stopped. The
leak as possibly causing high water usage.

utilþ

further ruled out an underground

Based upon the above facts, the weight of the evidence was against the customer that her
was incorrect and all evidence supports the conclusion that the defective toilet was most

bill
likely the

cause of high water consumption at the residence or that some other factor caused the
high water usage which had no association with either the water meter function or anything

relieving the customer from responsibility for payment of the charges.

Pursuant to the DC Municipal Regulations if excessive water consumption is the result
a household fixture such as a toilet, DC Water is barred from adjusting a customer's bill. (See,

DCMR 406)

of
2l

Accordingly, DC Water's determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists to
adjust the customer's bill is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:
Janet

Date:

V/

upr {

Officer

Copy to

2l't Street, SE

V/ashington,DC 20020

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLU-ÙIBIA'\ilATEI.-4,ND SÌWER AUTHORITY

IN RE:

zlft SÍeet,

Washington, DC

SE

Account No:

Amount in Dispute - $ 1,317.25
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
September 13,2017 at l:00 p.m.

MEMORANDUM TO FILE
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
February 17 , 2017 to April 19,2017 . The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjustment to the account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and
requested an administrative hearing.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on September 13, 2017. Present for the hearing
were
and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf
of DC Water.
The property involved is atownhome owned by

since year 2008.

Two people reside in the home. The property has two and one-half (2yr) bathrooms, one kitchen,
a dishwasher, a washing machine and one outside faucet. Ms.
stated that her water and
sewer bill generally ranged between One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) and Two Hundred Dollars
($200.00) per billing cycle.
Ms.
stated that she contacted DC Water because her upstairs toilet was running.
She testified that her brother told her to cut-off the water to the toilet at the valve and she did so.
She stated that she put in a new flapper but after doing so, the toilet failed to stop running. She
testified that DC W¿ter sent a service technician to her home and the technician performed a dye
test upon the toilet. Ms.
testified that the technician told her that she needed a new
flapper. Ms.
stated that she informed the technician that she had already installed a new
flapper in the toilet. Ms.
testified that after the inspection by the technician she brought
a new toilet and had the toilet installed by a plumber. She stated that after the new toilet was
installed, her water and sewer bill has decreased and that her bill in August was Ninety-eight
Dollars ($98.00). Ms. Wright interjected that the service technician wrote that the ballcock and
flapper caused the customer's toilet to continuously run. Ms. Wright stated that the inspection
took place on March 31,2017.

Ms. Wright testified that the MTU at the property stopped transmitting meter read in year
2015. She stated that DC Water estimated the customer's water usage for her March 2017 billing
for the period February 17,2017 to March 23,2017 and the utility obtained a meter read on April
19,2017 when it was determined that 127 CCF of water had been used.
Ms. Wright testified that water usage at the property had begun to increase before DC
Water estimated the customer's water usage. Ms. V/right stated that she can see usage going up
sometime between November 21,2016 and April 19,2017.
Ms. Wright stated that the service technician was sent to the property on March 31,2017
and that the customer called DC Water about her high bitl on March 22,2017. She stated that the
DC V/ater received the customer's Hearing Petition on June 13,2017.
Ms. Wright stated that DC Water did not test the customer's water meter but the water
meter was changed on June 7,2017. Ms. Wright stated that upon her contacting Meter
Operations, she was told that the water meter removed from the property was not at the Bryant
Street facility for testing and that the employee with whom she spoke recounted the service
technician's findings upon inspection of the interior of the property and that a severe toilet leak
had been detected.

Ms. Wright testified that DC Water verified the meter reading on April 19,2017 when
the new meter was installed at the property. She testified that water usage at the property did not
slow down until around June 20,2017 but on the same day of June 20ú, usage resumed eveïy
hour until July 15, 2017.
Ms. Wright asserted that the usage was not caused by an underground leak because the
usage stopped and underground leaks do not stop unless repaired. She stated that the usage
pattem continues at the property where a small amount of water is recorded used then usage
stops, then a small amount of water use is recorded and then usage stops. Ms. Wright asserted
that the water meter only records water coming into the house. Ms.
stated that nothing
is different in her household to account for increased water usage and she does not believe that
the usage as recorded is correct.
Ms. Wright showed a picture of the water meter removed from the property. She stated
that the contractor takes a picture of each water meter removed from a property before the meter
is destroyed.
Ms.
stated that she understood that DC Water would conduct more research into
the cause of the high water usage after the technician performed the dye test on her toilet.
Ms. Wright stated that9 out of l0 times, high water usage is caused by a toilet when one
sees a usage pattern of water running and then stopping.

Ms.
asserted that she had five (5) children and does not have money to pay a
$1300.00 water and sewer bill.
Ms. Wright stated that Ms.
water usage did not go down for thirty (30) days
following the installation of the new water meter at her property. Ms. Wright stated that water
usage started to increase in Novemb er 2016 until usage doubled. Ms. Wright stated that she sees
no evidence of a leak as of meter reads taken yesterday- September 12,2017 at midnight.
Ms.
stated that the service technician that came to her house only checked one
toilet and did nothing else to inspect the property
The parties agreed that based upon the incomplete investigation of the cause of the high
water usage, DC Water would conduct a meter test of the current water meter and send a

technician back to the property to conduct a complete interior inspection. The parties further
agreed that this matter would be continued for completion of the hearing in November 2017.

By:
Date:

W. Blassingame,

"t,

ø

70 17

Officer

BEF'ORE THE DISTRICT OT' COLTJMBIA WATER A¡ID SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

NE
Washington, DC 20002
20th Street,

AccountNo:

Amount in Dispute - $ 365.20
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Offîcer
November 2,2017 at 1:00 p.m.

The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
June 2, 2017 to July 1, 2017. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC V/ater) refused to honor
the customer's request for an investigation of the charge based upon the untimeliness of the
dispute. DC V/ater declared that the charges were valid and an adjustment to the account was not
warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an administrative hearing.
were
Water.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on Novemb er 2,2017 . Present for the hearing
and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of DC

The property involved is a two (2) unit row house. Each unit comprises one floor of the
house. The house has two (2) bathrooms, a washing machine, a dishwasher, one outside faucet
and radiators. Ms.
stated that she utilizes both units, one as her'residence and the other as
her offtce, and she resides alone. She stated that she has owned the properly since year 2007 and
that her water and sewer bill has fluctuated between Fifty Dollars ($50.00) and Eighty Dollars

($80.00) per billing cycle.

testified that prior to the bill in dispute, she had used 3 CCF of water for the
she was charged for 32 CCF of water for the dispute bill. She stated that she had
been on travel for one-half of the month. She acknowledged receiving a HUNA alert of high
Ms.

billing cycle;

water usage from DC Water. With respect to her travels, Ms.
testified that she had been in
Minneapolis, Minnesota from June 1 to June 4,2017, in Detroit, Michigan from June l1ú to June
13th, in New York, NY from June 13ú to June l8ú, and back in Detroit,-Michigan from June 26ú
to June 281h.

Ms.
on travel.

stated that she does not turn-off the water in the residence when she

is away

The customer stated that DC Water replaced her water meter on October 2,2017 and that
one of her neighbors had gotten a new water meter over the srrnmer.

Ms. V/right testified that the customer has an AMR meter with a MTU device that
transmits reads from the water meter and that DC Water considers the charges valid based upon

the meter reads from the property. Ms. Wright stated that even if the MTU fails to transmit
meter reads, the water meter continues to register water usage at the property. Ms. V/right stated
that if and when the MTU fails to transmit, the utility may estimate the customer's water usage.
Ms. Wright testified that, in the customer's caseo the MTU failed to transmit in some instances
and that there was some type of interference between June 2nd and July l,2017,so the utility sent
a technician to read the water meter.

Ms. Wright testified that the customer telephoned DC V/ater on August 23,2017 to
dispute the bill dated July I1,2017. Ms. Wright stated that, by the time that the customer
contacted the utility, the customer's water usage had declined and because of the usage decline,
DC V/ater did not send a technician to the propefy to conduct an interior inspection.
Ms. Wright stated that she knows that the high water usage was caused by either an
internal fixture or outside faucet because the water meter was removed on October 2,2017 for
testing and the meter was determined to have 99.22Yo accuracy with is within the accepted
standard by meter accuracy as established by the American Water Works Association.
Ms.
interjected that she came back to her property every few days between travel
to another destination and she would have heard water running in the house.

Ms. Wright stated that the water meter only registers usage when water goes through the
meter. She added that usage reads are going higher at the property.
Ms. rWright explained that the customer did not receive a high water usage alert from DC
W'ater because the MTU was not working.
Ms. Wright stated that DC Water is in the process of changing all water meters in the
District of Columbia. She stated that the meter project started in January 2017 and,that customers
receive a new meter and MTU when their property is reached on the project route.
Ms.
declared that she feels penalized because the MTU at the property was not
transmitting and no alert was sent out to her.
Ms. Wright cited2l DCMR 308.11 as giving DC V/ater authority to estimate a
customer's water usage when the MTU fails to transmit. Ms. Wright added that the customer
had been billed as though her property was a commercial property and that the property had been
classed as coÍtmercial since October 1,2015. Ms. Wright stated that during herreview of the
case, she noted the classification error and that the property was changed to residential class for
water service billing as of September 2017 . Ms. Wright stated that the customer received a
credit on her account on October 11,2017 reflecting the classification correction.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The property involved is a row house divided into two (2) units, however, the owner
utilizes both units for her personal use. (Testimony of
The period in dispute is June 2,2017 to July 1,2017. (Testimony of the parties)
There was a significant increase in water usage registered on the water meter during
the period in dispute but the Mru at the property was not functioning properly and as
such, there were no meter reads from the property until the utility sent a technician to
read the water meter. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
The charges being disputed are based upon an actual meter read obtained by a service
technician sent to the property. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; Bill Summary dated

07lttl17)

The customer was away from the property on travel during the period in dispute for
four (a) trips but returned home during trip intervals and did not hear any running
water while at the property. (Testimony of
6. The customer did not turn the water off in the house during her travel periods.
(Testimony of
)
7. DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
99.22% accuracy. (Testimony of Eileen TVright; DC WASA Meter Test Results)
8. DC Water did not conduct an interior inspection of the property for leaks because
water usage declined. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
9. The HIINA alert system did not function because of the MTU failure. (Testimony of
Eileen Wright)
10. Even though DC Water advised that customer that it did not honor her request for an
investigation of the charges, ttre utility did conduct an investigation and addressed the
customer's dispute ofthe charges in hearing. (DC Water Letter dated August 31,
2017; the record herein)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMP.420.7 and 420.8)

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:

(g) verifu the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(h) Verify the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful registration;
(i) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible

O

leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
Check the meter for malfrrnction;

(k) check the water-cooled air conditioning

O

system, if any, for malfirnction; and
Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See, 2l DCMR 403.

3.

3.
4.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408
which states: oofn cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will fi¡rther a significant public interest.")
Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine. (2I
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmitter fails to register correctly or
collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having been
tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average previous water
consumption determined by meter readings.( 21 DCMR 308.4)

DECISION
The customer asserted that she was not at home for significant periods of time dwing the
billing cycle in dispute but when she came back during the trip intervals, she did not hear
running water within her house and, as such, she did not use the amount of water charged to her.

DC Water rebutted the customer's position by presenting a meter test which established that the
water meter was fi¡nctioning accurately. The utility presented a meter read taken by a technician
sent to the property. The utility established that during the customer's travels, water was on at the
property and, even though the MTU was not fi.rnctioning properly, the failure of the MTU did not
affect the accuracy of the meter read.

DC Water initially refused to honor the customer's request for an investigation of the
charges, however, at some point, the utility reversed it position regarding the dispute and it did
investigate the charges and granted the customer a hearing regarding the dispute. In fact during
the hearing, the utility did not address the timeliness of the customer's dispute and the hearing
focused, solely, upon the asserted water usage.
While DC Water did not conduct an interior inspection of the house for leaks, its

explanation that water usage had declined and thereby no inspection was warranted, was
reasonable. Under the applicable rules regarding investigation of customer disputes of water
charges, the utility is given discretion to use or do various things to investigate. The investigation
allows but does not require an interior inspection and in this case, such an investigation was not
warranted if the usage had already declined. DC Water did test the water meter and the meter
was determined to be accurate. There was also evidence of the how the meter was read and the
interval between meter reads, both of which were reasonable and within accepted time frames.
The customer's billing immediately before the disputed billing had been based upon an actual
meter read and the disputed billing was based upon an actual meter read taken by a technician
sent to the property for the next billing cycle. There was no unreasonable lapse of time between
meter reads. DC V/ater is charged with reading a water meter on a quarterly basis; in this case,
the meter read was done in twenty-nine (29) days.(See, 2l DCMR 308.1 and 309.1; Bill

Summary dated

07 I

ll

I

17)

Ms. Wright surmised that the high water usage was caused by either an internal fixture or
outside faucet. While the evidence and testimony did not establish the cause of the high water
usage, it did establish that, based upon the meter test, the meter was functioning property.
In cases where tests and checks are inconclusive as to the cause of high water usage, the
utility is barred from adjusting a customer's account for the high water usage. (See 2l DCMR
408)
Accordingly, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and no basis
exists to adjust the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED.
By:
Date:
Copy to:

NE
Washington, DC 20002
20th Süeet,

Janet \ü/

70

Officer

Í

BEFORJ TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AI\D SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OT' CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Personal Representative
S Street, SE

Washington, DC 20020

Account No:

Amount in Dispute - $ 1,655.14
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 2,2017 at 2:00 p.m.

The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
July 22,2016to October 15,2016. The DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) investigated
the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an adjustment to the
account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an
administrative hearing.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 2,2017. Present for the hearing
were
the surviving spouse of
and the Personal Representative
of her estate, and, Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of DC Water
The property involved is a single family residence. The house has two (2) bathrooms, one
kitchen, one outside hose bib, a washing machine, and a dishwasher. Mr.
stated that his
wife died November 18, 2015 but that the property was vacant before her death and has

remained vacant. Mr.

clean

stated that he visited the house every week to check on

it out and that a friend of his wife's,

it

and to

also, would visit the property on a weekly basis. He

stated that the property has no water or plumbing issues and that he does not water the grass. He
stated that it has been his practice to go thru house during his visit and he has never heard any

running water.

Mr.
testified that water service was intemrpted at the property due to nonpayment of the bill and that he paid $2,078.70 n January 2017 to have the service restored.
'Water
Mr.
testified that DC
was performing maintenance in the street near
Branch Avenue, SE. He also stated that he did not contact a plumber to investigate the water
usage and DC Water did send a technician to inspect the property for leaks. Mr.
testified
that mold removal was done atthe house in September 2016 and that the work was performed
over 3 - 4 days. He stated that during the month that water service was turned back on at the
property 20 CCF of water usage registered on the meter; he stated that the turn on month was
Iuly 2017.

Mr.
stated that he wants $1,655.14 refi.mded to the estate. He stated that he is not
asking for refirnd of any late fees.
Ms. Wright testified high water usage registered on the water meter from July 22,2016 to
October 15,2016. Ms. Wright noted thatzero water usage registered at the property between
January 17 , 2016 and July 22, 2016 and prior to then, two CCF of water had registered on the
meter at the property between December 2015 andJanuary 2016. She testified that DC Water
estimated the customer's water usage for two (2) billing periods- August 2017 andseptember
2017 brtwhen the meter was read by a technician, the read reflected that high water usage had
occ,lo"d. She pointed out that the customer's Bill Summary dated 7/26/20l6was based upon an
actual meter read.
Ms. V/right testified that DC Water removed the water meter for testing and the meter
was determined to have 100.06Yo acctxacy. She stated that the meter test was perfonned on
September

8,2017.

She asserted that based upon the accuracy of the meter, the mçtçr was
functioning properly. She pointed out that, pursuant to standards set by the American V/ater

W'orks Association, meter accuracy is to be 95yoto I02%.

Ms. Wright stated that DC Water ruled out the existence of an underground leak as a
possible cause of high water usage occurring at the property because the usage declined without

necessity of repairs being performed and the nature of an underground leak requires repair before
the usage will decline. Ms. Wright stated that she did not know the cause of the high water

usage that

faucet.

occured at the property but she believed that it was due to an inside fixture or outside

Ms. Wright stated that DC Water replaced the MTU at the property on September 6,2017
when it removed the meter for testing.

Mr.
asserted that awater faucel would havc had to drip for 38 days to çausç the
amount of water charged to the account. He reiterated that he never heard any water running in
the house. Ms. V/right responded that it is generally a toilet or broken pipe that causes such
water usage, however, she could only say that the water meter was functioning properly.
Mr.
asked Ms. Wright if other neighbors had spikes of waier usage as ocsurred at
the property. He argued that such an amount of water went somewhere and there \¡/ere no pools
of water evident in the house and there was no fuIl basement of water. He asserted that he cannot
prove a negative. Mr.
concluded by stating that he does not believe the 20 CCF or I CCF
of water were used in subsequent periods of year 2017.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Offrcer makes that following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.
2-

3.
4.

5.

6-

The property involve is a single family residence whose owner has died and the estate is

being administered by a personal representative. (Testimony of
, P.R.)
The period in dispute is July 22,2016 to October 15,2016. (Testimony of the parties)
The property has been and remains vacant since before the death of the owner,
p.R.)
, who died November 18, 2015. (Testimony of

Prior to October 2l,20l5,water usage registered on the water meter, then, there was no
registering water usage between October 21,2015 and December 8, 2015. Between
December 8, 2015 and January 20,2016,2 CCF of water registered on the water meter.
There was no registering water usage on the meter from January 20,2016 to July 22,
2016. (DC V/ater Billed History/[Jsage History log)
The MTU at the property failed to transmit a meter read for two (2) billing cycles and DC
Water estimated the water usage at the property as zero usage from July 22,2016to
August 19,2016 and August 19,2016 to September22,2016. (Testirnony of Eileen
\M.ight; DC Water Billed History/usage History log)
Mold removal was performed in the house in Septemb er 2016. (Testimony of

7.

DC Water obtained a meter read from the property on October 15, 2016 afwhich time
water usage was found to have occurred at the property sometime between July 22,2016
and October 15,2016. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC Water Billed History/Usage
History log; Bill Summary dated 10126/16)
8. After October 15,2016, no water registered on the water until sometime between January
26,2017 and July 19,2017 when 20 CCF of water registered on the meter and again
between July 19, 2017 andAugust 16,2017 when I CCF of water registered on the
meter. (DC Water Billed History/Usage History log)
9. 20 CCF of water registered on the water meter after water service was turned back on by
the personal representative following disruption of service for non-payment. (Testimony
of
þ
10. Mr.
s not aware of any leaks at the property and he has not heard running water
at the property. (Testimony of Andres Pedricþ
11. DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
100.06% accuracy. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC WASA Meter Test Results)
12.DC Water ruled out the existence of an underground leak as a possible cause of the high
water usage because the usage declined without necessity of repairs being performed.
(Testimony of Eileen kight; DC Water Investigation Letter dated August 16,2017)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I

.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

2.

3.
4.

5.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408
which states: 'ofn cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.")
Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall detennine. (21
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmitter fails to register correctly or
collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having been
tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average previous water
consumption determined by meter readings.( 2l DCMR 30S.4)
DC Water is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code
ç34-2202.03(11)

DECISION
The customer in this case was unable to est¿blish that more likely than not the bills being
disputed were wrong.
The personal representative based his dispute of the charges upon his assertion that the
property has been vacant since before the death of the owner in year 2015 andremains vacant to
the present time. The personal representative testified that he knew of no plumbing issues and

had neither seen or heard running water in the property.

During the personal representative's testimony, he stated that mold removal was
performed at the property over 3 or 4 days in September 2016. Also, the personal representative

testified that after a lengthy period of disruption of service for non-payment of the bill, when he
had service restored, 20 CCF of water registered as being used at the property over the first
month of restored service. Ms. Wright testified that it is her experienced that high water usage is
generally caused by a toilet or broken pipe. In this case, while the cause of the high water usage

remains unsubstantiated, that fact that workers were in the property during the period in dispute
negates the personal representative's implication that the usage as charged could not have
possibly occurred because the property was vacant. Likewise, the fact that usage appeared on the

water meter after service was restored suggests something was running in the house until turned
offor repaired when all usage stopped after August2}l7.

On DC Water's part, the utility presented evidence of the accuracy of its water meter, in
addition to pointing out the possible causes of the water usage. The utility also ruled out the

existence of an underground leak as a possible cause of the high water usage. As such, the utility
established that its meter was firnctional and registered water going through the meter accurately.

In cases where tests and checks failed to determine the cause of high water usage, the
District of Columbia Municipal Regulations bar DC V/ater from adjusting a customer's account
for a high water charge. (See 2l DCMR 40S)
The last facts of relevance established by the evidence and testimony relate to the utility's
compliance with its regulations and obligations to its customers. DC Water complied with its

obligation to read the water meter at the property on at least a quarterly basis. (21 DCMR 308.1
and 309.1) In this case, the utility only estimated the customer's water usage for two (2) billing
cycles and, then, obtained a meter read. The utility is authorized to estimate a customer's water
usage when it lacks an elecftonic transmission of a meter read for billing and the utility is
authorized to adjust a customer's bill to correct billing effors or to recoup charges for service not
previously billed. (See,21 DCMR 308.4 and D.C. Code g34-2202.03(tl))

it is the conclusion of the Hearing Officerthat DC Water's
determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists to adjust the customer's account is
Based upon the foregoing,

correct and supported by the weight of the evidence presented. Accordingly, DC 'Water's
determination is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:
anet
Date:

Copy to:
, Personal Representative
3211 S Street, SE
Washington, DC 20020

W

Á/-

--Lr. /4,

Officer

"e//

BEF'ORE TIIE DISTRICT OT' COLUMBIA }VATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OX' CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

NW
Washington, DC 20011

Account No:

2"d Street,

Amoturt in Dispute - $ 358.84
Before Janet V/. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 7,2017 at 11:00 a.m.

ORDER OF DEFAULT
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above account for the period of
time April 14,2017 to May 12,2017. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that an adjustment to the account was
not wa:ranted. The customer appealed DC'Water's decision and requested an adminisûative
hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 7,2017. Present for hearing was
Eileen Wright, Sr. Customer Care Associate, DC Water.
The customer was afforded a thirty (30) minute grace period and although the hearing
was delayed until l1:30 a.m., the customer failed to appear. The letter of notification that was
sent to the customer advised her that "Failure to appear at your scheduled hearing may result in a
default judgment being entered against you." (See, 2l DCMR 415.3) As such, based upon
customer's failure to appear or to request in advance that the hearing be posþoned, a default
judgment is entered against the customer and the determination that the bill is valid is affirmed.

By:
Date:

Copyto:
2"d Street, NW
V/ashington, DC 20011

w.

Officer

BEF'ORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA }VATER AIID SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF' CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

G Street. NE
V/ashington,DC 20002

Account No:

Amount in Dispute . S 682.46
Before Janet V/. Blassingame, Hearing Ofñcer
November 7,2017 at l:00 p.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
December 1,2016 to March 2,2017. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC WateÐ
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjusÛnent of the account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Wut"r's decision and
rcquestetl an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on Novemb er 7,2017.Present for the hearing
were
with her niece,
, and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care
Representative, on behalf of DC Water.
The property involved is a single family residence owned and occupied by
The house is Ms.
s family home and she has lived there for the past ri*ty-*" (61) years.
She currently lives alone with only her dog. The house has three (3) bathrooÍts, one outside
faucet, a washing machine and a kitchen. Ms.
stated that she is confined to her first floor
and as such only utilizes the powder room bathroom on the first floor of the house due to a leg
iqiury. Ms.
stated that she assisted her sister, who was suffering from cancer and

undergoing chemotherapy. from July 2016 until November20l6 and then, Ms.
was
hospitalized from November 18,2016 to November 24,2017. Ms.
stated that upon release
from the hospital, she lived with her brother until Febru ary 2017 when she started going back
and forth between her brother's home and her own home. Ms.
testified that resumed living
in her own home as September 25,2017. Ms.
testified that she does not cook in the
residence and that her meals are brought in to her and that she sends her laundry out. She further
testified that she had a stair lift installed in the house in February 2017 andthaienables her to
now use the bathtub on the second floor.

Ms.
testified that during the period that she was confined to the first floor of her
home, her water and sewer bill was approximately Forty-eight Dollars ($a8.00) per billing cycle
and, then, the bill increased to approximately Seventy-eight Dollars ($78.00). Ms.
complained that DC Water turned off her water service by mistake and charged her a Fifty Dollar
($50.00) turn-on fee. She stated that she contacted the utility to have the turn-on fee removed
from her account. Ms.
stated that after she sought removal of the tum-on fee, she received
aphone call from DC Water during which the utility threatened to turn-off her water. Ms.
testified that she felt that the utility representative was hostile toward her.

Water

Ms.

testified that when she received the bill now being disputed, she called DC

Msasserted thæ she has no plumbing problems. She pointed out that DC \Mater
installed a new water meter at the home in April or May 2017 andher water service charge went
dovm to Thirty-eight Dollars ($38.00), even though her account balance was One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000.00).

Ms.
testified that DC V/ater was doing work in the area of her house in the early
part of year 2017. She stated that the utility was changing water meters and looking for copp}
pipes. Ms.
stated that DC Water dug up where her meter was located and whãre pipes went
into her house.
Ms. Wright interjected that the customer was charged $419.71 in July 2017 forthe period
covering June 2, 2017 to July 3, 2017 andthat the charge brought her account balance to over
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00. Ms. Wright went on to acknowledge that the customer's July
bill shows two (2) meter readings on the same meter and that the bill c[atge is incorrect becausé
the customer was over billed by 14 CCF of water. Ms. V/right stated thaishe would adjust the
customer's account by subtracting $145.88 in charges and by removing the Fifty noilarl$SO.OO¡
tum-on fee. Ms. Wright stated that the customer's correct charge is $223.83. Ms. Wright
testified that a new water meter was installed at the property on April 4,2017.
Ms. V/right testified that prior to the meter change in April 2017,the customer had been
charged fot 72 CCF of water and after the meter change, the customer used 6 CCF of water
based upon registration on the new water meter for the billing period. Ms. Wright further stated
that based upon the new meter, the customer was billed for 2 CCF, I CCF, g C-Cp and then, 14
CCF of water use during the subsequent billing cycles. She pointed out that the 14 CCF charged
was the corrected bill and then the customer used I I CCF of water dwing the next billing cyáe
and then, in September 2017, the customer used I CCF of water.
Ms.
interjected that she called DC V/ater regarding the Four Hundred Dollar
($400-00) charge and the customer service representative wit¡ whom she spoke was rude and
obnoxious. Ms.
s niece stated that the customer service representative hung up on her
during the phone call. Both Ms.
and her niece stated that the phone call interaction took
place when they called to dispute the July 2017 bill. Ms. V/right and the Hearing Officer
reviewed the telephone log of contacts between customer service and the customer and no
reference to the conversation was noted.
Ms. \Mright stated that the customer is disputing her bill dated March 6,2017 which
covered the period December l,2016 to March 2,2017 and was based upon an estimate of the
customer's water usage. She stated that DC 'Water estimated that the customer had used 4 CCF
and 5 CCF of water but when the water meter was actually read, the utility found that the
customer has actually used 72 CCF of water since the last actual meter read. Ms. Wright testified
that the utility obtained the meter read on March 2,2017.
Ms.

asserted that the house was vacant betweenNovember 2016 andMarch 2017.

She stated that during this period, she started going back to the house during the day over a
couple of days each week but otherwise, she was living at her brother's house.
stated that DC Water was in her aunt's yard digging. She stated that she
April 5, 2017. Ms.
asserted that she did not know
when the digging happened. Ms. Wright noted that the water meter was changed at the property
on April 4,2017.
sent her aunt a picture of her yard on

Ms. Wright asserted that something was going on within the house while the customer
was not there. She stated that it was not an underground leak because usage stopped without
repairs being performed.
'Water

Ms. Wright stated that DC
did not inspect the property for leaks because by March
15,2017, thd usage had declined and that usage has declined by February 7,2017.
Ms. \Mright testified that between December 7,2016 and January 13,2017,21 CCF of
water registered on the water meter during the 37 day period and that the customer's daily usage
was .567 CCF. She went further and stated that between January 13,2017 and February 7,2017,
47 CCF of water registered on the customer's water meter during that21 day period and the
customer's daily usage averaged 1.880 CCF. Ms. \Mright testified that between February 7,2017
and March 2,2017,4 CCF of water registered on the water meter during that23 day period and
the customer's average daily usage was .170 CCF.
Ms. V/right testified that DC Waterremoved the water meter for testing on April 4,2017

and upon testing, the meter was determined to have 101.08% accuracy which is within accepted
range of accuracy for water meters as established by the American Water'Works Association.

Ms. Wright testified that she believed that the excessive water usage was the result of an
intemal fixture or outside faucet because the decline in usage occurred before the water meter
was changed and the usage stopped which means that it could not have been caused by an
underground leak.
testified that she went to the house once or twice per week during her
aunt's absence from thc home and she did not observe anything amiss at the property. She stated
that she no one was in house. Ms.
testified that she would refieve mail from the box
during her visits to the property and that she generally did not go into the house.

Ms. Wright asserted that 9 out of l0 times, excessive water usage is the result of a
defective toilet.
Both Ms.
and Ms.
water from the backyard.

questioned whether someone could have been stealing

Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDIN

l.

OF FACT

The property involved is a single family residence owned and occupied by
(Testimony of
)
2. The period in dispute is December 1,2016 to March 2,2017. (Testimony of the parties)
3. During the period in dispute, the customer was residing with her brotherand wai not in
residence from November 24,2016 until September 25,2017. (Testimony of
)
4. The customer started visiting the property as of Februany 2017 and,testified that she was
going back and forth between her home and that of her brother's home until September
25,2017 when she retumed home permanently. (Testimony of
)
5. DC rWater meter read logs reflect continuous water usage occurring at the property both
before the period in dispute and during the period in dispute, excep for orre dãyNovember 23,2076 when no usage was recorded as having registered on the water meter;
there were no transmitted meter reads between Decemb er 7 , 2016 and January 13, 2017
,
between January 13,2017 and February 7,2017,and, between February9,2}l7 and,
February 19,2017. (DC Water Meter Read Log)
(t. The customer was unaware of any plumbing issues existing within the home, (Testimony
of
)
7. The customer's niece also visited the property dwing the period that the customer was
not living at the property and the niece was aware of any problems regarding water or of
anyone being in the home in her aunt's absence. (Testimony of
8. DC Water removed and tested the water meter at the property during the period in dispute
and the meter was determined to have 101.0ïYo acqxacy. (Testimony ofÈileen \MrighÐ
9- DC Water installed a new water meter at the property on April 4,2017. (Testimony óf
Eileen WrighQ
10. There was a significant increase in water usage at the property between December 7,
2016 and February 7,2017, however, DC ÏVater estimated the customer's water usage
during the two (2) billing cycles occurring during the period at 4 CCF and 5 CCF
respectively and when the meter was actually read, the utility found that72 CCF of water
had registered on the water meter. (Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
I l. Water usage at the property significantly declined between February 7,2017 and March
2,2017 to 4 CCF of water without necessity of repairs being performed. (Testimony of
Eileen WrighQ
12. Water usage remained low at the property with the new water meter registering water
usage at2 CCF,I CCF, and I CCF in subsequent billing cycles. (Testimony of the
parties; DC Water Billed History/Usage History Log)
1 3. DC Water made a billing error on the bill sent to the customer
for the period Jtne 2, 2017
to July 3,2017 and the utility has agreed to adjust the customer's account by removing 14
CCF of water charged equating to $145.88 and to remove a turn-on fee of Fifty Dollars
($50.00) assessed to the customer. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; Bill Summary dated
07t06t17)
14. DC'Water did not inspect the property for interior leaks. (Testimony of Eileen V/right)
'Water
15. DC
ruled out the existence of an underground leak as a possible cause of ths
increased water usage because the usage declined without necessity of repairs being
performed and underground leaks require repair before usage declines. (festimony of
Eileen Wright; DC Water Investigation Letter dated April 5,2017)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408

which states: ooln cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the

3.
4.

5.

bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except

as may be approved

by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.")
Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine. (21
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmittcr fails to rcgistcr correctly or

collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having been
tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average previous water
consumption determined by meter readings.( 2l DCMR 30S.4)
DC Water is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities fumished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code

ç34-2202.03(n)
DECISION
Notwithstanding DC W'ater's admission of an error in charges to the customer regarding
the bill dated July 6, 2017, the customer in this case was unable to establish that more likely than
not the bills being disputed were wrong.
The customer testified that she was living with her brother during a portion of the period
in dispute and then, starting in February 2017, started to visit the home, going back and forth
between her house and her brother's home until she returned home permanentþ in September
2017. The evidence presented, however, reflects water having been used at the property
throughout the customer's residence with her brother.

DC Water did not conduct an interior inspection of the properfy and both the customer
and her niece testified that they did not know of any plumbing issues at the property. At the end
of the hearing, however, both the customer and her niece speculated as to whether water could
have been stolen from the property during the owner's absence. DC Water did conduct a meter
test and the meter was determined to be accurately registering water usage at the property. Also,
DC Water was able to rule out the existence of an underground leak based upon the natwe of
such leaks requiring repair before water usage declines.
The facts that the meter was functioning accurately and that water usage registered on the

meter and was reflected in every transmitted meter read combines to support the utility's
determination that the charges are correct.
Pursuant to the applicable Municipal Regulations, when all checks and test do not find or
explain a cause of excessive water usage, as in this case where the meter test was performed and
an trnderground leak was ruled out, the utility is ba¡red from adjusting a customer's account for
'Water
excessive water usage. (See, 21 DCMR 408) DC
speculated that the excessive water usage
was due to an internal fixture or outside faucet and was more likely than not due to a toilet. Here
the cause of the high usage was not determined, however, nothing presented established that it
was due to faulty equipment or a leak that DC Water would be responsible for repair. A property
owner is responsible for water used at her property, even if stolen, and, as such, based upon the
facts presented, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and no basis exists to
adjust the customer's account must be AFFIRMED.

By:
Janet W

Copy to:

G Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Otlicer

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF' COLUMBIA WATER AIYD SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERYICES
IN RE:

c/o
Washington, DC 20015
Service Address:

Alabama Avenue. SE

Account No:

Amount in Dispute - S 2609.29
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Ofücer
November 8,2017 at 10:00 a.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills fbr the above account for the period of time
October 15,2016 to March 21,2017, specifically, the dates and amounts in dispute were:
October 15,2016 toNovember2l,2016: $631.60; November 2I,20l6to December20,2016:

$579.94;December20,20l6toJanuary 19.2017:$579.94;January lg,20l7toFebruaryg,
2017: $437.71; and, February 8,2017 to March 21,2017: $3S3.10. Because this dispute
involved multi-family residential property, DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Watår)
requested a plumber's report. The utility, ther¡ investigated the water and sewer charges and
determined that the charges were valid and an adjustment of the account was not warranted. The
'Water's
customer appealed DC
decision and requested an administrative hearing.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 8,2017. Present for the hearing
were
on behalf of
and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care
Representative, on behalf of DC l[ater.
The property involved is a thirty-one (31) unit apartment building. According to Mr.
only, fourteen (14) units are occupied to include one unit utilized as the buildìng office.
Each unit has one bathroom and one kitchen. The building has a boiler and the units have
radiators. Mr.
stated that he has managed the building for twenty-eight (28) years and it
has been owned by
since year 1988.

Mr.
testified that prior to the dispute, approximately 3000 gallons of water were
consumed within the building each month/billing cycle. He stated that a new water meter was
installed at the building in March 2017. He explained that when he received the water and sewer
bill for November 2016, he contacted DC V/ater regarding the charge and in response he was
told that there must be a leak in the building. Mr.
testified thæ he checkeå the building for
leaks and no leaks were found. Mr.
stated that he, then, requested that DC Water do
something with the water meter and in December 20l6,he requested that the water meter be
replaced. He stated that, in February 2017,he requested that DC Water initiate an investigation.
Mr.
testified that, on March 1,2017, a DC V/ater Customer Service representative told
him to check the building. He stated that he did so. The customer submiued áplumber's report

dated December 1,2017 in which the plumber stated that every apartment had been inspected
and all cornmon areas and no water leaks were found. Mr.
ìtated that he received

a letter
informing him that in order to replace the water meter, the valve had to be replaced and that
was
the responsibility of the property owrì.er.

Mr.

challenged whether a DC Water technician actually removed the meter cover
and inspected the water meter prior to declaring that the valve had to be replaced. Mr.
presented four (a) photographs of the top of the water meter taken on Marðh 16,2017
and he
asserted that based upon the foliage/dirt on the meter cover, it was evident that the cover
had not
been removed.

Mr.

testified that on March 30,2017he wrote to April Bingham of the DC Water,s
Department of Customer Service with copy to the Director of DC Water, George Hawkins.
Mr.
stated that the water meter was replaced on March 29,2017 and Ms. Bingham came out
to
the property.

Mr.
stated that Verdell Shipman of DC Water wrote an order to the customer to
repair a defective valve. He testified that the order was dated February 14,2017 but
not received
until March 2, 2017 . Mr.
stated that he replied to the repair ord.r on March 20, 2017 . l\/k.
stated that DC Water replaced the water meter again in April 2017 without any problem
relating to the valve. Mr.
testified that he joked to the technician that he expectèd to be
sprayed all over. Mr.
stated that nothing happened regarding water spray during the meter
replacement.
Mr.

stated that he has a background in

Mr.

asserted that water usage at the

Blue Plains.
replaced.

civil engineering and that he used to work at

building declined after the water meter was

Mrtestifîed that on June 6, 20l7,he received a letter in response to his dispute
from.the acting Director of DC Water's Department of Customer Service, Tsedale Berhanu.
He
stated that the letter related to meter tests performed by DC Water. Mr.
voiced a question
as to why DC Water replaced the first water meter if the meter was accurately
registering water
usage. Mr.
asserted that the meter read do not reflect meter accuracy and he believes that
something is wrong with the water meter. He further asserted that he beüeïes that the meter

reads were misread.

Mr.
acknowledged that the bills in dispute were based upon actual meter reads
except for the bill dated March 23,2017.
Mr.
asfed Ms. Wright how old was the water meter at the building and he asserted
he thought that the meter was at least fifteen (15) years old. Ms. Wright resionded that
Jhat
based upon its records, the meter appeared to have been twelve (12) yeariold. '
Mr.

reasserted that there was nothing wrong in the building but

if there was

something wrong, DC Water had a responsibility to find out what was wïong. Mr.
stated
that all of the faucets within the building were replaced in year 2014 to obtain low usage
performance. Mr.
stated that they have taken every precaution to control consumption
within the building and that in addition to the faucets, the toilets have also been replaceâ.

Mr.
asserted that the inlet or supply side valve replacement was DC Water's
responsibility but that he did not argue when the utility said the customer had to replace the
valve. Ms. Wright asked the customer whether he had a plumber take a look at the valve and he
responded that aplumber looked at the valves sometime in March. Ms. Wright pointed out that
the plumber's report submitted by the customer was dated December I't and the service order
was dated February 14ü. She pointed out that the technician reported that he could not replace
the water meter because of defective valves. Mr.
responded that he did have a plumber
look at the valves but that he did not get a record of the visit. Mr.
doubled down that the
pictures dispute that the technician inspected the meter in February. Mr.
testified that in
March, he had a plumber remove the cover the water meter and look at the valves and the
plumber saw nothing wrong.
Ms. Wright testified that alarge volume of water registered on the water meter between
October 15,2016 andNovember2l,2016. Citingthemeterreadrecords, Ms. Wrighttestified
that between October 15,2016 and October23,2016,9 CCF (6732 gallons) of water registered
on the meter; between October 23,2016 and November21,2016,22 CCF (16,456 gallons) of
water registered on the meter; and, between November 21,2016 andDecember 6,i016,13 CCF
(9,724 gallons) registered on the meter. Ms. Wright testified that usage at the property declined
between January 19,2017 and February 8,2017. She stated that between Decãmber i1,20t6 *td
January 7,2017, 12 CCF (8976 gallons) of water registered on the meter and between January 7,
2017 and February 8,2017,22 CCF (16,456 gallons) of water registered on the meter. Ms.
Wright stated that the customer contacted DC Water to dispute the charges on December 19,
2016 and the service order to replace the water meter was datcd March 29,2Ol7.Ms. Wright
pointed out that DC Water obtained a meter read from the property on February 14,2017 *¿ rh"
asserted that the technician could only obtain a meter read if he removed the cover on the water
meter. Mr.
asserted that DC Water and its technician could read the water meter without
taking the full covor off of the water meter but that the full cover must be removed to check the
valves.
Ms. \Mright telephoned Vernell Shipman, Meter Operations Foreman, DC Water. Mr.
Shipman was placed under oath and testified by phone that the top/cover had to be removed to
get a meter reading. Mr.
nterjected that he disputes the meter reads from November 2016
to February 2017 because he checked the building and nothing was wïong which leads him to
assume that it was the meter that was wrong.
Ms. Wright stated that the MTU at the property stopped transmitting on February B,Z0l7
but that a technician read the water meter on February 14,2017 and the read obtained was
higher than that previously transmitted from the property.
Ms. Wright pointed out that in year 2075, high water usage occurred at the building at the
same time of year as the periocl now being disputed. She stated that the current usage is between

f

1 and 14 CCF per

2015.

billing period. She reiterated that the customer had a similar spike in year

Ms. Wright acknowledg-.-d thut DC Water tested the second water meter placed at the
building and that water meter failed accuracy testing. She stated that the meter
was replaced on
May 11,2017.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing,
the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

2.

The property involved is amulti-unit apartment building owned by
managed by
)
(Testimony of
The period in dispute ranges from October 15,20l6to February g,z0l7

and

and involves
four (a) billing cycles. (Testimony of the parties)
3. Tlr.ry wris a significant recorded increase in water usage at the buildine from October 15,
2016 to November 21,2016. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
4- Water usage at the building declined between January {g,ZOtl and February g,2017 but
during the billing cycle of January 7,2017 and February g,2017,22 CCF of water
were
used at the building. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
5' on March 29,2017, DC Water removed and tested the water meter from the property and
the meter was determined to have 99.37% accuracy which is within accepted
range óf
meter accuracy as established by the American Water Works Association. (Testimony
of
Eileen kight; DC Water Investigation Letter dated June 6, 2017;OC WabA
Meter Test
Results)
6. The customer ch:cked the building for leaks and was unaware of any plumbing problems
)
in the building. (Testimony of
7. The customer submitted a plumber's report dated December 1,2017 in which the
plumber stated that every apartment had been inspected and all common
areas and no
water leaks were found. (Testimony of
Plumbing Report by Above All
Plumbing dated December 1,2016)
8- DC Water advised the customer of a defective valve requiring replacement before the
water meter could be replaced and the utility ordered the customèr to replace
the valve.
(Testimony of the parties)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1

.

2'

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of
evidence, that the
decision of DC warer is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.s)
D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks
and tests

provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 2l
DCMR 40g
which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings
that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment
shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may
be approved

3.

by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will fruther a significant public interest.,')
DC Water is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code
ç34-2202.03(11)

DECISION
The customer in this case was unable to establish that more likely than not the bills being
disputed were wrong.
The customer in this case believed that something was wïong with the water meter at the
building managed by him because he knew of nothing being wrong øtfrin the building and his
plumber inspected the units and common areas and found no leaks. In rebuttal of the customer's
position, DC Water presented meter reads from the property and its meter test of the water meter
which was in place during the periods in disputo, and the meter tcst rcsults establislred that the
water meter was functioning within accepted range of accuracy for water meters.
Pursuant to the Municipal Regulations for the District of Columbia, when checks and
tests failed to find the cause of high water usage at a property, DC Water is bared from adjusting
a customer's bill for the high water usage. (See, 2l DCMR 40S) In this case, the
utilþ was ableto prove that its water meter was functioning within accepted standards of acct¡acy
at the
same time, the customer, after checking the property and having aplumber check ihe property,
could not find the cause of the high water consumption. Such u r".ì*io falls squarety urlttrinttre

*iil.,

regulation baring adj ustment.

[It is noted that DC Water acknowledged that the water meter placed at the building on
March 29,2017 and removed for testing in May 2017, failed testing and was detennined to have
not been performing within accepted meter accuracy standards. In that the customer is not
disputing the water and sewer charges after February 2017,the matter of the second meter being
defective is not an issue before this Hearing Of;fîcer.]
Accordingly, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and no basis
exists to adjust the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED.
By:
Janet

Copy to:

Washington, DC 20015

W

Officer

z0l

BEF'ORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SE\ryER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OX' CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

c/o

Ellsworth Avenue
Great Falls, VA22066
Service Address:

Bladensburg Rd. NE

Account No:2

Amount in Dispute - $ 24,913.67
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 8,2017 at 11:00 a.m.

'lhe customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period of time
February 8,2017 to May 5,2017. DC V/ater and Sewer Authority (DC Water) investigated the
water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an adjusfinent of the
account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an
administrative hearing.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 8,2017. Present for the hearing
were:
Operations Manager,
1001 LLC;
Hallelujah Plumbing, Inc.; and, Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf
of DC Water.
The property involved is a small chwch having one bathroom. The property was
purchased on August 2,2016 and has bcen vacant from purchasc to the present. No water bill
was issued for months following the purchase of the property; the first water bill received was
dated February 9¿2017 and reflected a post-due balance of $24,913.67.

Mr.
testified that he inspected the property in October 2016 and checked
that everything was turned off regarding water. He testified that he was back at the property in
June 2017 and, again, found no leaks.
Mr.
testified that he received a Disconnect Notice dated Jvne 22,2017 after a
Friendly Reminder was received dated June 14, 2017.
Mr.

testified that the purchase settlement was conducted by Monarch Title.

Mr.
further testified that prior to purchase,the property had been inspected for
leaks and plumbing issues and no indication of leaks was found.
Mr.
stated that statements/accounts payable for the property are handled by
LezionMetoluglu, the owner. Mr.
stated that the first bill for water and sewer service

was received3 -4 months after the property was purchased and that DC Water had to be
contacted for the bill. He stated that bills were received in March and then in April 2017,both,
based upon estimated usage.

Mr.
testified that the property is and has been boarded since purchase and that he
drives by the property every day.
Ms. Wright stated that the property has a MTU and the record of meter read starts as of
October I,2016. The record reflected recorded meter enors starting December 10,2016 which
continued until January 6,2017. The MTU transmitted meter reads from January 6,2017 to
January 8,2017 and then meter error w¿ß transmitted on a sporadic/intermittent basis. The most
recent lengthy meter error transmissions were from Apnl 2, 2017 at 10:00 am until Apnl 3, 2017
at 3:00 am. There was no recorded usage on the water meter at the property from October 1,
201 6 through January ll, 2017 , then, there was a recorded meter error for two (2) horns and then
usage started on the water meter as of January ll,2017 at 6:00 am. Recorded usage on the water
meter stopped April 13, 2017 at l6:00 and remained stopped up to the date of recorded usage
placed into evidence by Ms. V/right which ended May 5, 2017.

It was noted dwing the hearing, that there was a recorded meter read for the property on
February 8,2017 but in the phone log maintained by the DC Water, it was noted that the water
meter read was 1625 and the utility changed the read for billing purposes to estimated usage of I
CCF. Ms. Wright acknowledged that the utility did not verifu the meter read until ApnI19,2017
and by the time of read verification, the water meter read was 3319. Ms. Wright admitted that the
customer was "left in the dark" regarding usage occurring at the property until DC'Water
verified the meter reading and sent a bill based upon a verified meter read.
Mr.

nterjected that he does a lot of abandonment properties in his work and
new meter services. He asserted that he is aware of glitches occurring in new meter placements
and he believes that the water meter at this property shut off and the MTU was transmitting
wrong information. He statcd th¿t in his work, he removes water meters from abandoned
properties and he regularly goes to DC Water's Bryant Street Meter Shop for new meter services.
Mr.
asserted that an electronic glitch occurred at the property. He testified that he
has seen water meters spin backward and that he knows that water meters have glitches and are
subject to the weather and to water.

Mr.

estified that he has been performing plumbing services for thirty (30)
years and is licensed in the State of Maryland and that his partner holds the plumbing license for
the District of Columbia- license no: 1197, and, that allows his company to work in both

jurisdictions.

Ms. Wright asserted that in this instance the water meter dial stopped after running fast.
offto cause the usage to stop.

She asserted that someone turned something

Ms. Wright testified that DC Water removed and tested the water meter and meter was
determined to have 96.37% accuracy.

Mr.
stated that he has no proof as to the meter defect but he bases his position on
his years of experience. He stated that he knows of water meter false readings and
thafit is
impossible for the amount of water charged to have been used in the buildirü.
Ms. V/right stated that a water service technician went to the property on April lg,2017
and again on August 16,2017 and verified the meter readings. She stateà t¡át tne
technician

found the valve turned off on April 19, 2017 when at the property. Mr.
stated that
the valve was turned offwhen he first inspected the properry-after its purchase. He
also stated
that he observed no sign of a busted pipe as of June 2017.

Mr.
stated that the property was boarded but maybe he saw where one board
might have been tampered with on the side of the building as of iast Thursday in the first week
of
November, 2017, otherwise, he has seen nothing. He frirther stated that no one from ownership
turned off the valve.
Ms- Wright testified that she concluded that the charges were valid because the meter was
fqnqionin8 properly. She stated that DC Water did not turn ihe water off at the property in April
'Stre
2017 - She stated that the water at the property crrme on in January and just
stopped in Áprit.
added that she knows that usage was not caused by an underground leak.

Mr.
it before.

has seen

asserted that the usage was due to a glitch in the water meter and that he

Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence presented during the hearing,
the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is a vacant church purchased in August 2016 by
Investments
1001 LLC; since purchase, the property has been vacant and boarded. (Testimony
of

2. The period in dispute is February 8,2017 to May 5,2017 . (Testimony of the parties)
3. No usage registered on the water meter at the property from first Mú transmission

recorded and received on October 1,2016 until December 10, 2016 when the MTU
started transmitting "Meter Err,. (DC Water Meter Read Log)
4. The MTU continued to transmit the read 'oMeter Err" from December 10, 2016 until
January 6,2017 when the MTU again started transmitting reads indicating no usage
occurring at the property. (DC Water Meter Read Log)
5. The MTU transmitted reads indicating no water usage occurring at the property from
January 6, 2017 until January
2017 , then, the MTU transmiued the ieaà *Meter Err,'
for two (2) reads on January ll,z0l7 taking place at 4:00 and 5:00, and, then, the MTU
started transmitting meter reads indicating water usage occurring atthe property. (DC
'Water
Meter Read Log)
6. The MTU transmitted reads indicating water usage occurring at the property starting
January ll,2017 and continuing until April 13, 2017.
@C Water M;ter Read Log)7. During the period that water usage reads were being transmitted from the property, there

ll,

were sporadic reads indicating "Meter Err". Meter Err reads were generally for two (2)
reads in a two (2) hour period, however, there were clusters of 'Meter Err" reads
March
1lú to March 12h and againon March 20,2017. (DC water Meter Read Log)
8. Reported water usage occurring at the property stopped on April 13,2017 and has not
resumed as of the date of hearing. (DC Water Meter Read Lõg; testimony of the parties)
'
9. The property was inspected prior to its pwchase and no leaks õi plumbing drf""t,
detected. (Testimony of
)
10. I[r.
drove by the property every day and never observed anything amiss until the
first week in November 2017 when he thought that he may have obsärveia board having
been tampered with on the side of the building. (Testimony of
)
11. The property was inspected by aplumber in October 2016who checked and ensured
that
everything was off. (Testimony of
of Hallelujah plumbing)
12. A plumber re-inspected the property in June 2017 andfound the valve in
theãff position
and detected no leaks or busted pipes at the property. (Testimony of
of
Hallelujah Plumbing)
13. The first bill received for water and sewer service was received by the property
owner in
october 2017; the bill being disputed is dated May 10, 2017 and,*ur pi..*d.d Uy ffio (2)
bills based upon usage estimates in March and April 2017 for I CCF õf water each billing
period. @C Water Ledger Information Report for
Investments l00l LLC;
testimony of the parties)
14. DC Water had a meter read of I 625 from the property on February g, 2017 but
elected
not to bill the customer for indicated water usage and instead bill;d the customer based
upon an estimated usage of I CCF. (DC Water Meter Read Log; testimony of Eileen

*.."

V/right)

15. DC Water billed the customer for I CCF of water having been used as reflected
on the
bill dated 02/09/17 for the period 01106117 to 02108117; itte Uill was noted as having been
based upon an actual meter read. (Bill Summary dated 02/0gll7)

16. As of February 8,2017 , according to the meter reads available to DC Water, the
customer had used 636 CCF of water from January ll,20l7 up to February 8, 2017;the
meter read when usage started was929 and on February 8,2017,the meteiread was
1665. (DC Water Meter Read Log)
17 -DC Water explained the delay in billing the customer for water usage
due to the need to
. verifr the meter read. (Testimony of Eileen Wright)
18. The customer was unaware of waterusage registering on the water meter at the property
until receipt of the bill in May 2017 indicating that2387 ccF of water had been urå¿ ui
the property as of May 5,2017. (Bill Summary dated 05/10/17;testimony of the parties)
19. DC Water had in its possession meter reads from the property relating back to
Oõtober 1,
2016 and including the start of reported water consumption in January 2017 thru April
2017 when reported water usage stopped and continuing thereafter.
lbc Water Meter
Read Log)
20-DC W'ater verified the meter read of February 2017 by sending a technician to read the
water meter at the properfy on April 19,2017 at which time the meter read was 3319.
(Testimony of Eileen rü/right)
zl-ThV plumber providing testimony during the hearing has thirty (30) years of experience,
is licensed in Maryland, works in the District of Columbia, hãs àxperience with water
meters and DC 'Water's Meter Unit and as such is qualified to render an opinion as to the

cause of the reported water usage at the property. (based upon the testimony of

)
22.The customer's plumber testified that the water usage was the result of a water meter
glitch and that the meter reads were not accurate. (Testimony of
)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)
Once the customer est¿blishes a prima facie case that s/Ìre did not use and/or was not
responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to rebut

the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. (GAIe\^eod
WASA, 82 A.3d, DC Court of Appeals 2013)

3.

v-Ðe

DC V/ater is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by tloing my or all of the
following:
(m)Verifu the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(n) Veriff the meter reading for possible meter ovenead or douftful regishation;
(o) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(p) Check the meter for malfunction;
(Ð Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(r) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a conect bill.
See, 21 DCMR 403.

4.

Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine. (21
DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)

5. If at any time, a meter, data collection device

or transmitter fails to register correctþ or

collec! deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having been
tarnpered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water charge for
the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average previous water

6.
7.

consumption determined by meter readings.( 21 DCMR 308.4)
DC V/ater is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code

ç34-2202.03(l l)
Equitable laches comes into play when two prerequisites are met- the defendant must
have been prejudiced by the plaintifPs delay and the delay must have been unreasonable.
(See,Kingv.KitchenMagic,39l A.zd 1184, 1187-88(D.C. l97S);FannieB.Martinv.
William Carter,400 A.2d326 (D.C. 1979).

DECISION
In this case, the customer made a prima facie case that the disputed bill is incorrect and,
thus, shifted the burden to DC Water to establish that the charges are valid and should be paid by
customer. The basis of the customer's prima facie case was Mr.
and Mr.
s
testimony that the property was boarded and vacant since purchase in August 20l6,there were
no known leaks or running water at the property and that the property had been inspected by a
plumber and no leaks or busted pipes were found.
The Court in Gatewood supra. made it clear that the utihty must investigate and present
evidence that the customer used the water as charged. Normally, the utility will investigate by

conducting an interior inspection for leaks, an underground inspection for leaks and/or a meter
test, as warranted. DC Water did test the customer's meter but did not conduct an interior
inspection of the premises or ruled out the presence of an underground leak. The customer
countçred with testimony from a.licensed plumber with thirty years of experience and experience

with removing and installing water meters that the usage was the result in a glitch in the water
meter.'The plumber testified that he has experience with and knowledge of water meter glitches
and he testified that the meter reads were not accurate. DC Water's representative at the hearing
asserted that the usage as reported was accurate and that the utility had verified the usage but Ms.
Wright lacked licensing as a plumber and did not voice having experience with water meters to
counter the testimony of the plumber on behalf of the customer. On the utility's part, no
testimony was provided by any service technician or employee in the Meter Unit or with a
plumber's license to counter the testimony of Mr. V/itherspoon that the meter reads were wrong.
Apart from the plumber's testimony that the meter reads were wrong, even if the meter
reads are correct, the facts in this matter raise the issue of whether the customer is/should be
protected from liability for payment by the equitable defense of laches. The testimony and
evidence was that DC V/ater had meter reads documenting water usage or the absence thereof at
the property starting in October 2016 and continuing. This was not a case of a defective MTU
although the MTU did transmit "Meter Err" for significant periods of time and sporadically
throughout its transmissions from the property, but, as early as January ll,2017 when the MTU
started transmitting reads indicating usage occurring at the property, the utility possessed that
information and did not notifr the customer of usage occurring at the property and the utility did
not bill the customer for the usage for over three (3) months after the reads began reflecting
usage from the property. If the utility had provided notice or billing for the reported water usage,
the customer would have had an opportunþ to investigate whether something was amiss and
causing usage at the property. The utility neither gave notice of the usage nor did it bill for the
usage until May 2,2017.In February 20l7,the reported water usage was of over 600 CCF of
wator, yet, the utility billed for I CCF of water and noted that the billing was based upon an
actual meter read. The utility, then, sent two (2) subsequent billings to customer in which water
usage was estimated in March and April, both reflecting estimated usage at I CCF per period. By
the time that the customer was billed for the reported water usage at the property, the customer

received a bill reflecting almost 2400 CCF of water having been used. It is noteworthy that usage
stopped being transmitted as occurring at the property in April 2017, so by the time that the
customer received a bill for water usage, there was nothing that the customer could do to

mitigate the loss of water, if any occurred, or, to avoid the charges.

Equitable laches comes into play when two prerequisites are met- the defendant must
have been prejudiced by the plaintifPs delay and the delay must have been unreasonable. In this
case, the customer if given notice of the usage when it started or at least by the next billing cycle
after usage was reported (February 2017) could have mitigated the loss of water and/or

investigated what was causing the report of usage if the report was effoneous. Instead of giving
the customer notice and opportunity, the utility delayed billing and gave no notice and it is the
determination of the Hearing Officer that the delay was uffeasonable in light of the amount of
usage being reported by the MTU. As such, even ifthe utility had been able to rebut the
testimony of the plumber and it did not, the customer is entitled to the defense of laches.

Based upon the foregoing, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and
no adjustrnent to the account is wananted, is hereby REVERSED. DC Water shall adjust the

bill the customer for 636 CCF of water and no more, which represents that amount of
reported usage as of February 8,2017 when the decision was made not to bill the customer for
actual usage but to estimate usage. With respect to the billings for March and April 2017, saud
billings shall be based upon estimated usage as they originally were based upon the protection of
account to

the customer by the defense of laches.

By:

Copy to:

EllsworthAvenue
VA22066

Great Falls,

Date
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Officer

BEF'ORE THE DISTRICT OF COLT]MBIA }VATER A¡ID SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

ïth Street, N'W

Account No:

Washington, DC 20011

Amount in Dispute - $ 797.18
Before Janet \M. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 8,2017 at 2:00 p.m.

Memorandumto File
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
time July 13,2017 to August 10,2017 ($449.84) and August 10,2017 to September 18, 2017 (
5347.26). The DC rüater and Sewer Authority (DC Water) investigated the water and sewer
charges and determined that the charges were valid and an adjustment of the account was not
wârranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an administrative hearing.
were J
W'ater.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 8,2017. Present for the hearing
and Eileen \Mright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of DC

The property involved is an attached row house having three and one-half (3 %)
bathrooms, one kitchen, a dishwasher, a washing machine, a faucet in the basement and one

outside faucet. Mr.
moved into in home in June 2005 and stated that his water and sewer
bill generally ranges between Sixty Dollars ($60.00) and Eighty Dollars ($30.00) per billing
cycle.

Mr.

testified that his June bill was for Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) and he
requested that DC Water perform an audit to determine why the bill so high. The customer
complained that the utility failed to perform the requested audit. He stated that his July bill was
One Hundred Five Dollars ($105.00) and that the utility replaced his water meter in May as part
of its citywide meter replacement project.
Mr.
stated that he again contacted DC V/ater for an audit and the audit was
conducted. He testified that the service technician found one moderate leak and a severe leak
within the house. Mr.
asserted that the audit findings seemed odd to him. He also stated
that other residents on the neighborhood list serve also wrote of high usage occurring in their
homes. Mr.
stated that the audit was performed at the end of August but that his water
usage dropped in the middle of August. He stated that the toilets were repaired on September 27,
2017.

.

lvlr.

asserted that the high usage did not match up with the audit and the repairs. He
stated that the service technician that had been to his property told him that he [technician] had

seen

it before after a new meter is placed at a property.

Ms. Wright requested a brief continuance to speak with a supervisor. 'When she retumed
to the hearing room she reported that DC V/ater will adjust the customer's account. Ms. Wright
stated that the adjusûnent would be: 40 CCF for the period July 13, 2017 to August 10,2017 and
30 CCF for the period August 10,2017 to September 18, 2017. Ms. Wright stated that the
adjustment would be based upon the customer's usage from May 17,2017 to July 13,2017
which had been 14 CCF.
Mr.

indicated satisfaction with the adjustment and the hearing was ended as settled.

By:
Date:

w

-ha.

¿g

Officcr

.

zot /

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:

on behalf

of

Thomas Circle NW
V/ashington, DC 200056
Service Address:
6th Sheet. NE

Amount in Dispute -

AccountNo:
S

4,295.11

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Offrcer
November 14,2017 at l1:00 a.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bilts fbr the above account for the period of time
December 28,2016 to February 29,2017. DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjustment of the account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and
requested an administoative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing onNovember 14,2017. Present for the hearing
were:
Executive Director of
:
Director of
Finance,
and, Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on
behalf of DC Water.
The property involved is a single family house utilized by the
(the
Program) in its mission to provide services to women and children subject to abuse and domestic
violence. The property had been in use by the Program for twenty (20) years. Ms.
testified that the property was vacant as of October 2016 and was sold on September 13,2017.
The property has two and one-half (2 %) bathrooms, one kitchen, a washing machine, a
dishwasher and one outside faucet. The Program participants occupied the first floor and upper
level of the house and the Program had an office in the basement. Ms.
stated that the
property was maintained by a maintenance crew for the outside grounds and was monitored by a

security system. She stated that there \¡/as one break-in during the period that the property was
vacant but that the property was secured and the window replaced.

Ms.
testified that, prior to the bill in dispute, the highest bill for water service at
the property was received in July 2015 in the amount of $236.00. She stated that she was
shocked upon receipt of the bill now in dispute.
Ms.

testified that DC'Water agreed to check the water meter and to replace the
water meter. She stated that she was told that the water meter was not malfunctioning.

testified that there were no leaks or busted pipes at the property and there
was no visible water damage. She stated that the property was checked on a weekly basis and
that the windows and doors were locked.
Ms.

Mr.
elaborated that the highest usage experienced at the property, prior to the
disputed bill, had been23 CCF of water. He stated that the bill dated November 4,2016 for the
period October 1,2016 to November 2,20l6was based upon estimated usage of 18 CCF. He
testified that use of the property was in transition in October 2016 andthat staffwas still
occupying the building, however, by early November 2016, everyone had vacated the property.
He stated that the water bill for the period October 1,2016 to November 29,2016 was based
upon an actual meter read and the usage was I CCF. He stated that the property was cleaned out
in November 2016.
Mr.

testified that the Program was billed as follows for water service:

Bill

dated January 5,2017 tbr the period of November 29,2016 to December 29,2016
was based upon an actual meter read reflecting 0 CCF usage; the bill dated February 3,2017 for

the period December 12,2016 to February 1,2017 was estimated at 16 CCF in usage; the bill
dated Ma¡ch 15,2017 for the period December 29,2016 to February 27,2017 was based upon an

actual meter rcad, of 423 CCF of water having been used; and, the bill dated April 5, 2017 for the
period February 27 , 2017 to March 29, 2017 was based upon an actual meter read and reflected 0
CCF ofusage.

Ms.
clarified that the break-in occurred in the srünmer of 2017. She stated that
the property was sold'oas-is". She stated that there had been a lockbox on the property.
Ms. V/right asserted that the charges are valid based upon the meter read from the
property. She testified that between December 28, 2016 and February 27 , 2017 , a large volume
of water registered on the meter. She stated that the property had a MTU device, however, the
MTU stopped transmitting reads from the water meter in May 2015. Ms. Wright testified that
DC Water estimated the customer's water usage from May 2015 to August 2016 and,then, the
MTU started transmitting again and it got a meter read. She st¿ted that the utility estimated the
customer's water usage in November 2016. She testified that DC Water adjusted the customer's
bill dated September 6,2016 because it had over-estimated the customer's water usage and that it
also adjusted the bill dated December 5,2016 due to over-estimated usage. She stated that the
customer's bill dated November 29,2016 was based upon an actual meter read, as was the bill
dated December 28,2016. She stated that the bill dated February 1,2017 was based upon
estimated usage but that the bill dated February 27,2017 was based upon an actual meter read.
Ms. Wright testified that DC Water verified the meter read on March 23,2017 and again
on June 14,2017 when the water meter was removed. She stated that there w¿rs no movement on
the meter or in the meter read between March and Jtme 2017. She stated that the utility tested the
water meter on June 28,2017 and the meter was determined to have99.2lYo accuracy.

Ms. Wright proclaimed that she did not know what caused the high usage at the property
but that she knew that DC V/ater made no repairs. Ms. V/right asserted that she could only
conclude that the usage had been caused by an internal fixture or outside faucet. She stated that
99Yo of the time, the cuþrit causing high water usage is a toilet or if it has been freezing weather,
then, the cuþrit is a broken pipe.

Mr.

asserted that

if a broken pipe had been the culprit,

he would have expected

the high water usage to continue and not decline. Ms. Wright countered that someone could have
turned something off to cause a decline in usage. Mr.
pointed out that the high water
usage occurred in just one billing and there was no other instance of high watbr usage in the
history of the property. Ms. Wright asserted that water meters are not designed to run fast and

then slow down if they have malfunctioned and that the meter would have continued to run fast.
She stated that the altemative in a malfunctioning water meter is for the meter to completely stop
registering water. She stated that the bill is on hold even though the property was sold.

Ms.
asserted that she had no knowledge of anything occurring at the property to
cause high water usage. Ms. Wright stated that nothing was occurring in the area to cause high
water usage at the propefy.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Offrcer makes the following:

FINDIN

1.

The property involved is a single family residence which was owned by and utilized
by the
in its programs for women and children. (Testimony of

2. iiä:?"a
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

OF FACT

parties)

in dispute is Decemb er 28,2016 toFebruary 27,20t7.1r.rti*ony of the

DC Water estimated the customer's water usage for the period December 28,2016to
February 1,2017. (Testimony of the parties; DC Water Billed History/tJsage History)
The property was vacated by the owner as of November 2016 and ultimately sold on
September 13, 2017 . (Testimony of
During the period that the property was vacant, it was monitored by a security system
and checked on a weekly basis. (Testimony of
)
The customer was unaware of any leaks or broken pipes. (Testimony of
)

The bill immediately prior to the bill in dispute reflected zero usage occurring at the
property and all bills following the bill in dispute have reflectedzero usage occurring
at the property. (DC Water Billed History/[Jsage History)

DC \Mater cannot determine the cause of the recorded high water usage. (Testimony
of Eileen WrighÐ

9. DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined

to have

99.21% accuracy. (Testimony of Eileen V/right)
10. The MTU at the property stopped transmitting meter reads in May 2015 and DC
Water continuously estimated the customer's water usage until August 2016 when the
MTU resumed transmitting for two (2) billing cycles. (DC Water Billed
History/[Jsage History)

MTU transmitted meter reads to support the bills dated December 5,2016 and
January 5,2017. (DC Water Billed History/usage History)

11. The

CONCLUSIONS OF LAV/

L
2.

3.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that
the decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR420.7 and 420.8)
Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and,/or was not

responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to
rebut the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. (Gatewood v.

DC V/ASA, 82 4.3d, DC Court of Appeals 2013)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:

(s) Veri$ the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(t) Veriff the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful

registration;
(u) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(v) Check the meter for malfunction;
(ry)Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfirnction; and
(x) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,21 DCMR403.

4.
5.

6.

Meters shall be read quarterþ, or at such other times as the Director shall determine.
(21 DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmitter fails to register correctly
or collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having
been tampered with, as determined by qualified personal of the Authority, the water
charge for the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average
previous water consumption determined by meter readings.( 21 DCMR 308.4)
DC V/ater is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges
for services, facilities, or cornmodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C.
Code $34-2202.03(tl)

7.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and
tests provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21

DCMR 408 which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive
findings that provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no
adjustment shall be made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption,

except as may be approved by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by
the owner or occupant that such an adjustment will ñnther a significant public

8.

interest.")
Equitable laches comes into play when two prerequisites are met- the defendant must
have been prejudiced by the plaintifPs delay and the delay must have been

Maeic,3gl A.2d l l84, l l87-88 (D.C. l97s);
Fannie B. Martin v. William Carter,400 A.2d3Z6 @.C. l97g).
nnreasonable. (See, King v. Kitchen

DECISION
In this case, the customer made a prima facie case that the disputed bill is inconect and,
thus, shifted the burden to DC Water to establish that the charges are valid and should be
paid by customer. The basis of the customer's prima facie case was that the property was
vacant as of November 20l6,there were no known leaks or broken pipes and no usage
registered on the water meter except sometime during the period in dispute when the MTU
was not transmitting meter reads and the utility estimated the customer's.water usage. The
customer pointed out that the usage appeared to be an abnormality because both before and
after the registration, water usage at the property was zero.

DC Water conducted an investigation of the charges and as part thereof, removed and
tested the water meter and verified the meter read. The water meter was determined to be
functioning within accepted accuracy range. The utility also pointed out that it only estimated
the customer's usage for one billing cycle- December 28,2016 to February 1,2017- and then
obtained an actual read from the water meter. While il is interesting that the utility
acknowledged that a malfunctioning water meter will either continue to run fast or
completely stop registering usage, in this case, while the meter reflected zero usage following
the spike/high water usage, no water usage has registered on the newly installed water meter
as well thru three (3) billing cycles after the meter was installed in July 2017. As such, the
fact that zero usage registered on two (2) separate water meters monitoring the property
rebuts any argument that the prior meter in place dwing the disputed period reflected zero
usage following the spike because of meter malftmction as opposed to simply reflecting that
zero usage was then occurring at the property.
In inst¿nces in which tests and checks failed to reveal the cause of high water usage, the
applicable Municipal Regulations prohibit an adjustment of the customer's account for the
high water usage- see, 2l DCMR 408.

In this case, there is no evidence of wrong doing by DC Water. Pursuant to regulations,
the utility can estimate a customer's water usage when the MTU fails to transmit meter reads
from a property. (See, 2l DCMR 30S.4) Likewise, the utility did not abuse its right to

estimate the customer's water usage, in that, it did so only one time and then obtained a
meter read for billing the subsequent billing cycle. Pursuant to regulations, the utility is to
read water meters on a quarterly basis and it complied with its meter read requirement. (See,

2l

DCMR308.1 and 309.1) Lastly, in that the utility was not guilty of any delay or
unsanctioned act, had a verified meter read and tested the meter which was found to be
registering water usage within accurate range, no defense is available in equity to the
customer to avoid liability ofpayment of the charges.

The Hearing Officer notes that based upon a showing of being in the public interest the
customer may appeal to the General Manager of DC '!V'ater to relieve it of liability for the

charges since the cause of the charges cannot be found. Such discretion lies with the General
Manager and does not cxtcnd to the authority of the Hearing Offiuur. Aculnlingly, based
upon the evidence presented, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and

no basis exists for adjusfrnent ofthe customer's account must and is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:

Janet W

Officer

2ø/
Copy to

Ms.

, Executive Dir.

Thomas Circle, NW
Washington, DC 20005

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:

LymanPlace NE

Washington, DC 20002

Account No:

Amount in Dispute - S 438.77
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 14,2017 at 1:00 p.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
'Water
time April 9,2017 to May 4,2017. The DC
and Sewer Authority (DC Water) investigated
the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an adjustment of the
account was not wa:ranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and requested an
administrative hearing.

were
Water.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 14,2017. Present for the hearing
and Eileen Wright, Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of DC

The property involved is a single family home where the customer has lived since year
1987. The house has one and one-half (l %) bathrooms, one kitchen, radiators and one outside
faucet. Ms.
lives alone and stated that her water and sewer bill generally ranges between
Thirty Dollars ($30.00) and Forty Dollars ($40.00) per billing cycle.

Ms.

testified that DC W'ater sent a service technician out to her house to inspect

and no leaks were found.

two (2) jobs and has done so for the past nineteen (19)
ye¿us. She stated that she works her first job from 5:00 am to 5:30 pm and then goes to her
second job from 10:30 pm to 3:00 am. She stated that she is barely at home but that she has no
leaks and has heard no running water. She stated that she does not have to jingle her toilet
handles. She stated that she has had no visitors and that she has not gone out of town. Ms.
pointed out that she has no previous history of high water usage.
Ms.

asserted that she works

Ms. \Mright testified that DC Water considers the charges to be valid based upon meter
reads from the property. Ms. V/right testified that a high volume of water was used and
registered on the water meter at the property between April 9, 2017 arñMay 4,2017. Ms.
Wright stated that the spike started between April 10, 2017 andApril 13,2017 when 3 CCF of
water registered on the water meter. Ms. Wright testified that the high usage stopped and usage
retumed to normal until April 16,2017 when high usage started againand continued until April
18,2017 during which period I CCF of water registered on the water meter. Ms. Wright stated

that between April 18, 2017 and April 27 , 2017 , 3 6 CCF of water registered on the water meter
at the property over the nine (9) day period. Ms. Wright testified that water usage declined
sometime between April 25,

2Afi

and Apnl27 ,2017 . She started that between April 27 ,2017
andMay 11,2017,thecustomerusedonly I CCFofwater,thusdecliningfromahighof 4.00
CCF daily usage to .071daily average usage.

Ms. Wright testified that an interior inspection was scheduled for May 19, 2017,
however, no one was home upon arrival ofthe technician to the property. Ms. Wright stated that
in lieu of an inspection, the technician did obtain a meter reading.
Ms. Wright stated that the property was inspected by DC Water on June 8,2017 and no
leaks were detected. She testified that DC \Mater removed and tested the water meter and the
meter was determined to have 100.1lYo accuracy.
Ms.
asserted that the high usage vvas a one-tim€ episode and she pointed out that
her usage returned to normal and has been I CCF or 2 CCF ever since. The customer stated that
she never uses the basement toilet and that the toilet was been turned offsince May 2017.
Based upon the foregoing evidence and testimony adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

L

The property involved is a single family residence owned and occupied by

(Testimony of

)

.

2. TheperiodindisputeisApril 9,2017 toMay 4,2017.(Testimonyoftheparties)
3. There was a significant increase in registered water usage at the property between April
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

10,2017 and April 27,2017. (Testimony of Eileen U/.ight; DC Water Meter Reads log)
That usage at the residence significantly declined sometime between April 25, 2017 and
April 27 ,2017 . (Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
The customer was unaware of any leaks or plumbing issues at the residence. (Testimony
of
)
DC V/ater inspected the property for leaks on June 8,2017 and no leaks were found.
(Testimony of the parties)
DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
l00.ll% accuracy which is within the accepted range of accuracy for water meters.
(Testimony of Eileen Wright; DCWASA Meter Test Results)
The customer turned offher toilet in the basement in May 2017. (Testimony of
)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

3.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the

decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR420.7 and 420.8)
D.C. Municipal Regulations relating to water and sanitation bar adjustment of a
customer's bill if excessive water consumption is the result of a leaking faucet, household
fixtures, and similar leaks or the malfrrnctioning water-cooled air conditioning
equipment. (21 DCMR 406)
D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408

which states: oofn cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the

bill for

any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved

by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.")

DECISION
The customer in this case presented a prima facie case that the charges being disputed
were in error because she knew of no leaks or plumbing problems within her home and she spent

very little time within the home due to her work requirements. DC Water conducted an
investigation of the charges and as part thereof, sent a service technician to inspect the house for
leaks; the utility also removed and tested the water meter. By the time that the technician
inspected the house, the high water usage had declined. The meter test revealed that the meter
was functioning within accepted range of meter accuracy.

At the very end of the hearing, the customer testified that she turned off the toilet in the
basement of the house in May 2017. She asserted that she never used the basement toilet but she
did not explain the impetus causing her to turn the toilet off. Based upon the evidence and
testimony, the tuming offof the toilet coincides with the decline in water usage at the property in
that between April 27,2017 and May ll,2017,the customer's usage declined from a daily
average of 4.00 CCF to .071 CCF. The evidence thus points to the toilet having been the cuþrit
causing high water usage at the properfy. Because the property was not inspected when the high
water usage was occurring and the customer did not testifr as to why the toilet was turned off,
one can only speculate that the toilet caused the usage. In instances where the cause of high
water usage is not determined but all checks and tests do not find the cause as in this case where
the water meter was functioning accurately and no leaks were found, the applicable Municipal
Regulationbars adjusünent ofthe customer's account. (See, 21 DCMR 40S)
As such, the utility's determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists to adjust
the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED and the customer is responsible for payment of the
charges.

By:
Date:
Copy to:

LymanPlace, NE
Washington,Dc 20002

Janet W

Officer

I

70/

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF' CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:

Attn.

Leln$tRoad. Suite 216
College Park, MD 20740-3127
Service Address:
C Street, SE

Account No:

Amount in Dispute - S 692.82
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 14,2017 at 2:00 p.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above account for the period of
time February 15,2017 to March 17,2017. DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjustment of the account was not waranted. The customer appealed DC Water's decision and
requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 14,2017. Present for the hearing
were:
Principle Partner of
LLC and Eileen V/right,
Senior, Customer Care Representative, on behalf of DC Water.
The properfy involved is a four (4) unit building acquired by
LLC in May 2010. One person occupies each unit and each unit has one bathroom and a
kitchen. The building has an outside faucet. Mr.
stated that the water and sewer bill for the

propertyhadalowchargeof$lll.02inJanuary20l6butwas$413.00inAugust2017. He
stated that he conducts quarterly inspections with maintenance and he asserted that the bill has
gone up due to the manner in which multi-family properties are billed. He stated that the
February 2017 bill charge was $433.00 whereas in March 2017,the bill charge was $692.00.

Mr.
stated that hç has had two (2) plumbors come out to inspect the property for
plumbing issues. He testified that Mario Bros. conducted an inspection in December 2016 and no
leaks were detected and Carmelo inspected the property in March 2017 andagain no leaks were
'Water
found. Mr.
testified that DC
sent a service technician to the property in early April
2017 andthe technician listened for water and heard none. He testified that the DC Water service
technician detected no leaks at the property and that the technician dug up the meter u¡hich was
six (6) inches underground and below a lead top and the technician observed the meter and saw
no spinning of the diat. Mr.
further testified that the tecbnician, as part of the inspection,
also, went to the main in-take valve and found no leaks.

Mr.
testified that DC Water replaced the water meter at the property in June
20l7and the water service charges went back to within normal range which had been between
Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00) and Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00) per billing cycle. Mr.
'Water
stated that he was told by DC
that the removed water meter was tested and

determined to be functioning fine, however, he questions how such a large amount of water
alleged to have been used at the property could have been consumed in the time frame that the
usage occurred.

Mr.

April and

l|lday 2017 bills adjusted. He stated
that the customer was charged$692.82 in March 2017, $652.90 in April 2017, and$412.32 in
I[v/;ay 2017. He stated that the charges should be reduced to average within the $200.00 to
stated that he wants the March,

$300.00 range.

Ms. Wright responded that there is a rate increase every year but there has been no
change in the way multi-family properties are billed by DC Water. She stated that the rate
change was effective October 1,2017 and would have been reflected in the customer's billing for
the period September 19,2017 to October 18,2017 and that billing would have reflected a
splitting of the rates based upon the rate increase.

Mr.

told by the technician who listened for water sounds at the
property that apipe had to have broken or all faucets had to have been opened and running to
generate the amount of water charged.
stated that he was

Ms. Wright asked the customer regarding turnovers in the building and Mr.
responded that from years2014 to 2016,there were two (2) deaths and a tenant moved out of the
building. He stated that the deaths occuned in late 2015 and in July 20t6. He stated that three (3)
new tenants moved into the property during the period October 2016 to December 2016.
Ms. Wright testified that DC Vy'ater considers the charges valid based upon the meter
reads. She stated that a spike in water usage occurred at the property starting February 15,2017
and continued until April 18, 2017. Ms. V/right explained that the property has an automated
water meter and meter reads are transmitted by a MTU device.
Ms. Wright testified that when she looks at the customer's water usage record, she sees
that the customer had low water usage for one year- 2015 to 20l6,then, water usage started to
increase as of April 2016. Ms. Wright testified that between February 15,2017 and March 14,
2017,59 CCF of water registered on the water meter over that 27 day period, meaning that the
customer's average daily rate of usage was 2.185 CCFs. Ms. V/right pointed out that between
March 14,2017 and April 18,2017,35 CCF of water registered on the customer's water meter
and that was a daily average of 1.971 CCFs. She also pointed out that between ApnI 19, 2017
and May 8,2017- al9 day span,29 CCF of water registered on the customer's water meter and
that registered usage equaled to an average daily rate of 1.5 CCFs.

Ms. Wright testified that DC Water removed the water meter for testing on May ll,2017
and the meter was determined to have 97 .53Yo acctnacy. She stated that, as set by the American
'Water
Works Association, the accepted range of accuracy for a water meter is 95% to l02Yo aurÅ,
as such, the meter at the property was functioning within an adequate range of accuracy.
Ms. Wright stated that DC Water conducted an underground inspection at the property on
ìMa¡r 2,2017 and no leaks or water sounds were detected.
Ms. Wright stated that based upon the tests conducted and the meter reads, she concluded
that the high water usage was caused by an internal fixture or outside faucet.
Ms. Wright stated for estimating a customer's water usage, 4 CCF of water per person is
considered average usage by occupants'in a four (4) unit building. Ms. Wright firther stated that
DC Water is changing all of its customers' water meters because the meters are old. She stated
that meters have a tendency to slow down over time and they are not designed to go fast and then
slow down when defective. Ms. Wright added that based upon recorded water usage at the
property, usage is still considered to be high for fotn (4) occupants of the building. She stated
that water usage started to increase in March 2016 andis still high. She stated that water usage at
the property is signifrcantly higher than previously for the same number of occupants.
Mr.
concluded by stating that he would like for DC Water to charge the customer
based upon average usage for the property.
Based upon the foregoing evidence and testimony adduced during the hearing, the

Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

The property involved is a four (4) unit apartment building. (Testimony of

The period in dispute is February 15, 2017 to March 17, 2017. (Testimony of the parties)
There was a significant increase in water usage at the property between February 15,

April 18,2017. (Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC Water Meter Read Log)
The disputed bill is based upon actual meter reads transmitted by the MTU at the
2017 and

property. @C Water Billed History/lJsage History)
Water usage declined at the property without the necessity of repairs being performed.
(Testimony of Eileen Wright; DC Water Billed HistorylUsage History)
The decline in water usage at the property began prior to removal of the water meter for
testing and has remained lower than recorded usage during the spike based upon
registration on the new meter which was installed May tt,2017. (DC Water Billed
History/usage History)
V/ater usage at the property was low up until April 2016 but began to increase thereafter
and despite the decline following the spike, water usage remains higher than what is

considered average for four (4) people occupying a four (a) unit building. (Testimony

8.
9.

Eileen Wright)
DC Water removed and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
97.53% accuracy. (Testimony of Eileen WrighQ

of

DC Water conducted an underground inspection for leaks at the property and no leaks
were found. (Testimony of Eileen WrighÐ
10. The DC V/ater was at the property in early April 2017 and checked for leaks at the meter
and at the main in-take valve. (Testimony of
)
1 1. The property management had the property inspected in Decemb er 2016 and again in
March 2017 andno leaks were found. (Testimony of
; Mario Brothers letter
undated but noting inspection in1212016)
CONCLUSIONS OF LA\M

l.
2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:

(a)Verifr the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b)Veri& the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftftrl registration;
(c)If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;

(d)Check the meter for malfimction;
(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or occupant
which are material to the determination of a correct bill.

See,2l DCMR 403.

3.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408
which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion ofthe excessive consumption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will ñnther a significant public interest.")

DECISION
The customer was unable to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that more likely
than not the disputed bill was wrong.

The testimony and evidence presented established that water usage at the property has
increased since April20l6 and significantly spiked during the period in dispute and thereafter,

declining after April 18,2017 but remaining what is considered high for the occupancy of the
building. Tests and checks were conducted on behalf of the property owner and by DC Water
and no leaks or plumbing problems were found. The customer's representative testified that the
property was inspected on two (2) occasions and no leaks were found. According to the
customer's representative, one inspection was conducted during the period that the spike in water
usage was occurring but he did not have a report. The customer's representative did present a
letter stating that no leaks were found at the property in December 2016. The submitted report
was outside of the spike period and reflected that the letter was from a painting contractor. The
customer is credited with its representative testimony, however, little probative value is given to
the testimony due to the lack of supporting documents establishing that the inspeclions were by a
licensed plumber and \¡rithin the period of dispute. DC Water removed and tested the water meter
and the meter was determined to be functioning within accepted meter accuracy range. The
utility also conducted an underground inspection of the property and concluded that there were
no leaks. As such, even though the customer complains of high usage and disputes the charge(s),
nothing presented during the hearing supports a conclusion that the charge and/or usage as
registered on the water meter was wrong or that the customer is not responsible for the usage.
Because the registered usage remains higher than what is considered normal for such a property,
there may be something wrong at the property causing the high water usage but the evidence and
testimony presented at the hearing, only, exonerated DC Water for its decision to not adjust the
customer's account based upon the occürence of high water usage for its meter was found to be
functioning properly and its pipes did not have an underground leak. Moreover, the evidence
established that high water usage has been occurring at the properly for an extended period, not
just during the disputed period, and usage continues to be higher than normal for the occupancy
and type of property, but, nothing establishes that the usage, as registered, was wrong or
otherwise did not occur or for some reason the owner should not be responsible for payment.
Pursuant to the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations, when tests and checks are

performed and do not explain the cause of high water usage, DC Water is not to adjust the
customer's account for the high water usage. (See, 21 DCMR 408) DC Water has an obligation
to investigate what caused high water usage, but, it responsibility does not extend to finding the
cause within the property. In certain instances when the owner or occupant finds that high water
usage was caused by a leak or pipe not visual to the naked eye and certain requirements are met
to support a request for relief from the charge due to the high water usage, the customer may
receive an adjustment. This case does not present any element qualifuing the customer for relief
from the charge for water usage.
As such, ttre utility's determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists to adjust
the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED and the customer is responsible for payment of the
charges.

By:
Date:

Copyto:
Mr.
Lehr$r Road, Suite

College Park, MD 20740-3127

Officer

Janet W.

z0//

BEX'ORE

IN RE:

TIM DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA \ryATER AI\D SEWER AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF' CUSTOMER SERVICES

Appleton Street, NW
Washington, DC 20008

Account No:7

Amount in Dispute - S 543.21
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
November 15,20l7at l:00 p.m.

ORDER OF DISMISSAL
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above account for the period of
time August 1,2017 to September 1,2017. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC V/ater)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that the charges were valid and an
adjustment to the account was not warranted. The customer appealed DC W'ater's decision and
requesled an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on November 15, 2017. Present for hearing were
and Eileen V/right, Sr. Customer Care Associate on behalf of DC Water.
Prior to start of the hearing, Ms. Wright requested an opportunity to speak with the
customer for purposes of discussing a settlement ofthe dispute. Ms. Wright stated that she had
adjusted the customer's account as ofNovember 14, 2017. She stated that the account was
adjusted by $323.02 plus removal of $54.32 in late charges, making a total adjustment in the
amount of $377.34. Ms. V/right stated that DC Water made the adjustment because it had not
tested the water meter at the property.

After discussion with the customer, Ms. \Mright reported that the customer was satisfied
with the adjustrnent of the account and no longer wanted to pursue a dispute of the charge.
Based upon the representations of Ms. Wright this matter is hereby DISMISSED as
satisfied.

W. Blassingame,

/? 2a
Copy to:

Appleton Street, NW'
Washington, DC 20008

